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Panchala region is a rich repository 
of tangible & intangible heritage 
& culture and has a legacy of rich 
history and literature, Kampilya being 
a great centre for Vedic leanings. 
Tangible heritage is being preserved 
by Archaeological Survey of India 
(Kampilya , Ahichchetra, Sankia etc 
being Nationally Protected Sites).
However, negligible or very little  
attention has been given to the 
intangible arts & traditions related 
to the Panchala history. Intangible 
heritage is a part of the living traditions 
and form a very important component 
of our collective cultures and traditions, 
as well as History.

As Draupadi Trust completed 10 years 
on 15th Dec 2013, we celebrated our 
progressive woman Draupadi, and the 
Rich Cultural Heritage of her historic 
Panchala Desha. We organised the 
“Panchaala Maha Utsav” with special 
focus on the Vedic city i.e. Draupadi’s 
Kampilya. The main highlights of this 
MahaUtsav was the showcasing of 

Objective

A Master Piece titled Parvati excavated at Panchala Desha (Ahichhetra Region) 
during the 1940 excavation and now a prestigious display at National Museum, 
New Delhi.

Unique Features:  (a) Half Moon indicating ‘Chandravanshi’ 
lineage from King Drupad, (b) Third Eye of Shiva, (c)  Exquisite 
Hairstyle (showing Draupadi’s love for her hair).

the Culture,  Crafts and other Tangible and Intangible Heritage of this rich land, which is on the banks 
of Ganga, this reverend land of Draupadi’s birth, land of Sage Kapil  Muni,  of Ayurvedic Gospel Charac 
Saminhita, of Buddha & Jain Tirthankaras, the land visited by Hiuen Tsang & Alexander Cunningham, 
and much more. 

This 5 day “Panchala MahaUtsav” celebrated the spirit of the first woman who raised her voice against 
injustice. The event was structured for five days of activities that highlighted the History, Archaeology, Literature, 
Crafts of Panchala and also had an interesting Panel Discussion on Revisiting Draupadi, to understand the 
socio cultural dimension of empowered women. The components of five day program were 

(a) Folk performance from different states, Panel Discussion on Revisiting Draupadi, a Seminar on Significance 
of Panchal-National & International, and an evening of poetry titled Kavita Ki Ek Shaam Panchali Ke Naam 
and an Exhibition showcasing a journey, through Maps & Images, of Panchala Desha’s political history. The 
programs flowered as planned, spreading the fragrances of colorful Folk Traditions, enriching Knowledge, 
beautiful Crafts and inspiring participation.

‘Draupadi was called Panchali as she was the Princess  
of Panchala Desha”.
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Draupadi Dream Trust (Registered); - affectionately called Draupadi 
Trust was existing since years but was baptized in 2003. It is a Non-profit 
Organization working for Socio-Cultural & Economic Empowerment of 
women / youth with the-

Vision

1  Empowered women / youth managing their own lives and confidently 
playing a constructive role in nation building through enhanced socio- cultural awareness and  economic and 
political participation 

2  Aesthetic Blending of Cultural Heritage and Modernity to make the individuals life richer, Culturally, 
Economically, Socially and Spiritually. 

&

Mission to-

1. Help the women / youth / local community realize and build their own capabilities so that they can be an 
asset to themselves, and thus to the family and society at large. 

2. Restore our ancient Cultural Heritage, especially of the Mahabharata Era, Draupadi’s lands and Ancient 
India.

Please visit 
www.draupaditrust.org.&
https://www.vedamsbooks.com/no31563.htm 
http://geotourism.changemakers.com/en-us/user/61541/view 
http://geotourism.changemakers.com/en-us/node/21564 

The Trust derives its name and strength from the historical Draupadi, and is working in the birthplace of 
Draupadi at Kampilya (Distt. Farrukhabad UP), Indraprastha (Delhi), besides other areas of India, and follows 
the method of Advocacy, Awareness and Training. The Founder Trustee has her centuries old ancestry from 
this Draupadi’s Kampilya.

All programs and projects are finalized after Research to assess local resources and needs, to optimize local 
growth and opportunities, especially with the Objective of India’s present 3R’s- Rural Resources Rejuvenation 
(human, natural, agricultural, Cultural & historical etc) poverty removal and new income generation options. In 
every area local Culture, Craft & History is promoted for development & progress. 

Location of our current social development work are rural and urban areas having ancient Heritage value, with 
special attention to the marginalized areas and peoples of our nation—whose condition has a direct bearing on 
our target group of women/ youth and Heritage.

We consider every aspect affecting our target group individual / locality, and believe in empowering at every 
level as essential to fulfilling the objective.

About us

Manuscript
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Synopsis

Panchaal MahaUtsav
(A Festival to celebrate the rich Cultural Heritage of the auspicious land of Draupadi)

15th – 19th Dec 2013, New Delhi

Panchaal-Desha is the auspicious land of our dear Princess of Panchala Desha, Panchali or Draupadi. 

Panchala was one of the most powerful Janapada of ancient times. Besides being famous as the birthplace of 
the first ever know liberated woman Draupadi, who raised her voice against injustice & disrespect to woman, 
it is the land of Ayurveda, the land from which Uttar Pradesh gets its State symbol and the land of lakhs of 
artisans of Zardozi & printing. 

How many of us know that Panchaaldesha was the nurturing ground of many of our literary works and was the 
patron of scholars, Rishi’s and matters related to our deep rooted philosophy of life, nature and the science of 
life compiled in Ayurvedic Gospel ‘Charac Samnhita’? Panchala Desha as a distinct kingdom is known from 
Brahmans and Vedas. Both, Panchala and Kampilya figure in Yajur-Veda Yajur-Veda Samhitas (Vedic index, 
I, 149) and the Brahmans.

As Draupadi Trust completes 10 years, we made an effort to celebrate our progressive woman Draupadi, who 
is considered avatar of Parvati, and the Rich Cultural Heritage of this historic land. We organized a “Panchaal 
Maha Utsav” with special focus on the Vedic city & Draupadi’s Kampilya. We highlighted the Culture, Crafts 
and other Tangible and Intangible Heritage of this rich land on the banks of Ganga, this reverend land of 
Draupadi’s birth, land of Sage Kapil  Muni,  of Ayurvedic Gospel Charac Saminhita, of Buddha & Jain 
Tirthankaras, the land visited by Hiuen Tsang & Alexander Cunningham, and much more. 

This 5 day “Panchal-Desha Maha Utsav” was scheduled from 15 - 19 Dec 2013, and covered an elaborate 
Exhibition on the History, Archaeology,  & Crafts of Panchal area, (2) A Seminar on Significance of Panchal-
national & international (Indo-Greek synergies), (3) Kavita Ki Ek Shaam Panchali Ke Naam (4) Performances 
by Folk artists.
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15th -19th Dec 2013 Panchal MahaUtsav

15th – 19th Dec 2013 Exhibition on Panchala & Capital cities of Panchala

15th Dec 2013 Inauguration of Panchal MahaUtsav with Craft & Folk Traditions  
 at Dilli Haat- 
 (Display of Crafts & Folk Performances From UP. MP, Bengal) 
 Chief Guest: Culture Director, Republic of Korea.

16th Dec 2013 IIC, Lodhi Rd, - 6.00 pm Panel Discussion, Revisiting Draupadi
 (with Speakers: Renowned writers/ poets who have written on Draupadi)

18th Dec 2013 IIC, Lodhi Rd 10.00am – 4.30 pm Seminar, Significance of Panchala 
 (with Renowned scholars of ASI & Universities)

18th Dec 2013  IIC Lodhi Rd, 6.00 pm Kavita Ki Ek Shaam Panchali Ke Naam 
  (with nationally acclaimed intellectual Poets)

19th Dec 2013 5.30 p.m. Dilli Haat:  Closing Ceremony with Folk Performances of
 Karaga of Karnataka & Chau Nrtya of West Bengal. 
 Chief Guest: Smt Chandresh Kumari, Hon. Minister Culture, GOI

“Its past glory and current Talent needs to be highlighted  
to enhance the status of people there.”

- Draupadi Trust

Organizing Committee Advisors

Ms Nutan Pandit Prof B.B. Lal (Former DG ASI, GOI)

Ms Vasudha Duggal Dr B.R. Mani (ADG ASI GOI)                                                                                        

Dr Veena Datta Gen. G.D. Bakshi (retd. Maj.Gen, PVSM)

Ms Indu Saxena Shri Anil Bhandari (former CMD ITDC)

Pamela Bhandari Shri K.N. Dikshit (former ADG ASI GOI)

Ms Mamta Sharma Prof D.P.T ewary (Luckow Univ)

Ms Neera Misra Dr Bhuwan Vikram (SA ASI, GOI)   

Ivy D’Souza Special Support: Prof U.P. Arora – JNU

Program Highlights
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To highlight the tangible & intangible 
heritage of Panchal, and facilitate & 
promote the Folk Artists and Traditions of 
the rich and auspicious land of Panchal 
region. This region falls under Uttar 
Pradesh/ Uttara Khand, but its traditions 
are spraer all across our nation. The Trust 
has been working in Kampilya, capital city 
of Panchal Mahajanapad, since almost 
a decade and aims to showcase the 
performances of Folk Artists & Crafts, and 
help their progress.

Panchal region is a rich repository of 
tangible & intangible heritage & culture and 
has a legacy of rich history and literature, 
being a great centre for Vedic leanings. Tangible heritage is being preserved by Archaeological Survey of 
India (Kampilya , Ahichchetra, Sankis etc being nationally protected sites).However negligible or very little  

PANDAVANI is a form of narration of the epic Mahabharata, focusing on particular episodes for 

elaboration. The narrator sings the story and enters into discourse addressed to the audience, using 

mime and dance movements. Traditionally, Pandavani was performed only by men. Since the 

1980s, women have also presented Pandavani.

Day 1: Some Folk Tradations of Panchala in  
Vogue Since Centuries
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attention has been given to the intangible 
arts & traditions related to the Panchal 
history. Intangible heritage is a part of the 
living traditions and form a very important 
component of our collective cultures and 
traditions, as well as History. Draupadi Trust 
has been actively working since years to 
preserve and promote the tangible heritage, 
and now proposes to also showcase at the 
heart of our nation, New Delhi, the variety 
and richness of our vibrant Folk arts through 
Panchal Maha Utsav. 

A significant issue connected with Panchal is the cultural ethos around status of women and the brave spirit of 
the Princess of Panchal, Draupadi, who is the symbol of all modern women’s fight for equality & emanciption. The 
program also takes up this.

Patwa or Patta Chitra 

Katha is a Folk Tradition of 

Bengal, in which the artists 

paints the various scenes 

from the Epics and legends 

on a Scroll and narrates the 

stories through melodious 

songs, prepared by them. 

Panchala MahaUtsav, Day 1
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Day 2: Panel Discussion on

Revisiting Draupadi 
The Socio-Cultural challenges of progressive women

Synopsis: We are Revisitng Draupadi of yesterday, in today’s context, as the status of women in our country is 
a matter of concern to each of us. This is the tragedy of a rich ancient culture caught in a whirlpool of historical 
upheavals and multicultural bombardments. Draupadi was the Princess of a culturally rich & advanced Panchala 
Desha, but got embroiled in a battle of political power, between cousins. The cultural ethos shattered, and 
misperceptions created’ about ‘Draupadi’ then still haunt us. The historical queen Draupadi is the role model 
for modern women, the symbol, the icon and the metaphor for all liberated personalities.

The Nirbhaya case has shaken the conscience of national & International community. This incident not only 
brings back incidents that mar our rich ancient civilization, but also the plight of liberated empowered women. 
Much is being talked about empowerment of women but any talk on women’s empowerment is incomplete 
without understanding the socio-cultural ethos of ancient India’s women, and putting them in proper perspective. 
It is important to change mindsets & misperceptions about liberated women of India. Something concrete 
needs to be immediately done, to highlight the wrong perceptions created over centuries, about women. 

Respect Draupadi, Respect Women
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Revisiting Draupadi, a Panel Discussion on the 
socio cultural dimensions of the status of women, 
traced from the trials and tribulations of Draupadi of 
the Mahabharta Era. 

The event was inaugurated by Dr. S.K. Goyal, 
former Director General of ICCR, Ministry of External 
Affairs, Govt. of India. The event commenced with 
the felicitation of our esteemed chief guest and 
honored Panelists with the traditional Shawls and 
token of appreciation presented were an ‘Akshay 
Paatra’ which was a representation of purity of 
thoughts and a token of abundant prosperity, along 
with a ‘Parvati Momento’ which was a replica of a 
piece from National Museum, that had been found in 
the 1940’s in Achhishatra region of Panchala,.

The main objective of the event was to Revisit 
Draupadi of yesterday in today’s context, as 
the status of women in our country is a matter of 
concern to each of us. Draupadi was the Princess 
of a culturally rich and advanced Panchala Desha, 
but got embroiled in a battle of political power 
between cousins. The cultural ethos shattered and 
misperceptions created since then, about Draupadi, 
still haunt us. The historical Queen Draupadi is the 
role model for modern women, the symbol, the icon, 
the metaphor for all liberated personalities.

The speakers were:
Dr. Pratibha Ray (Author of Yagna Senini)
Dr. Kavita Sharma (Author of Queens of 
Mahabharata)
Dr. Haripriya Rangarajan (Eminent Scholar)
Shri Narendra Kohli (Eminent Scholar)

The program drew a very distinguish gathering and 
created much interest. Powerful presentations were 
made by the very distinguished panel, and Interesting 
question was raised on the misrepresentations of 
Draupadi and dilemmas that still persisted in the 
minds of many.

Dr Kavita Sharma, author of Queens of Mahabharata & Director IIC, 
presenting her paper on Draupadi titled Now Let Me Sleep. The dais is 
graced by Prof Pratibha Ray, author Yagya Senini, Dr Suresh K. Goel, 
former DG ICCR, Dr Haripriya Rangarajan, VC Indian Arts Congress,  
Dr Narendra Kohli, author Maha Samar, and Draupadi Trust Chairperson 
Ms Neera Misra

A very impressive & enthusiastic audience.

Vote of Thanks by Draupadi Trust Chairperson-Trustee, Ms Neera Misra

Eminent Panelists on the  dais -  Prof Pratibha Ray, author Yagya Senini, 
Dr Kavita Sharma, author of Queens of Mahabharata & Director IIC,  
Dr Suresh K. Goel, former DG ICCR, Neera Misra Chairperson Draupadi 
Trust, Dr Haripriya Rangarajan, VC Indian Arts Congress, Dr Narendra 
Kohli, author Maha Samar

Revisiting Draupadi
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Every revisit to Mahabharat, is like a new encounter since the readers, scholars 
and writers have changed and the historical perspective has also altered. In 
Mahabharat, the high tragedy has a strange power to exalt and not depress. 
There is neither flaw less characters here nor perfect characters. No character 
is beyond interrogation. In Mahabharat almost all the characters are blamed for 
some flaw in their behavior. Even Krishna and Dharma incarnate Yudhisthir have 
also been blamed for telling lies. All the seniors like Kripacharya, Drunacharya, 
Vishma Pitamaha, Dhrutarastra were also blamed. But it is seen that the women 
were perpetually blamed for no fault of theirs and have been stigmatized for all 
time. 

In ancient Vedic literature women were elevated to Devis (goddesses). But in reality a contradictory state of 
affairs exists in India. This also holds true for women everywhere. Whether it is Indian scriptures like Ramayan, 
Mahabharata or Dharmashastras or western philosophers like Aristotle, Hegel, Kant, Locke, Nietzsche and 
Rousseau the image of womanhood is same. Prakrity, the woman is the symbol of ignorance and cause of 
bondage of Purusa. This man made image of woman has placed woman in an inferior rank in socio-cultural 
context. The modern and civilized culture has strongly fused with the ancient culture and perpetuated the 
inferior and powerless status of women in both sides of the globe. 

The Odia version was published in 1985. Almost thirty years has passed by now. Since then I have been 
interrogated by readers and critics for giving a new robe to Draupadi and bringing her alter ego to surface 
which was eclipsed in the great epic.  What they miss is the fact that it is not history but an epic where events 
have been raised to the level of myth magnifying them with miracles, metaphors, mystification, symbolization, 
idealization and universalization. If Garcia Gabriel Marquez describes miracles, mystification in his novel, it is 
magic realism and if Indian writer do the same thing, it is seen as blind beliefs and orthodox ideas. However, 
my novel Jajnaseni is not the re-creation of mythical characters but they may be considered as reinterpretation 
of mythical characters in contemporary context. Ultimately I find that Mahabharat has been used as a catalytic 
agent inspiring the inherent creative energies to yield something new yet rooted in the mythical soil not 
destroying or damaging the fabric of eternal values. Modern writers cannot even recreate myth, they only 
create new myths of their time rooted in the mythic soil. 

Strange it may appear, Draupadi, the most accomplished heroine of Mahabharat happens to be the most 
suffering, sacrificing and yet the most misunderstood character counted among the five supremely virtuous 
women honoured as panchakanyas in mythology, the name Draupadi still bears a stigma and is often 
contemptuously uttered by people in society. Draupadi has been blamed as a war monger and a woman not 
satisfied with one husband and has been stigmatized through ages. This is also true for Kunti. Draupadi was 
compelled to marry five Pandav brothers to keep them united so that they can fight against the hundred Kaurav 
brothers to get back their share of property from the kingdom of Hastina. In the open court of Hastina, in the 
presence of learned elders, she was stripped by the mighty Duryodhan. Her righteous husband Yudhisthir, the 
eldest brother of Pandavs stacked her in the game of dice and lost the game. Therefore, Draupadi became 
the property of the Kauravas, the enemy brothers of her five husbands. When she was sexually assaulted 

Jajnaseni, The Icon of Humanity 

Dr. Pratibha Ray

Revisiting Draupadi
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Dr. Pratibha Ray

in the open court in front of everybody, her five husbands didn’t come to rescue her. This sort of torture and 
insult could not have been written in the history of human civilization. From here starts the revengeful story of 
Mahabharat ultimately ending in Kurukshetra war (world war). Draupadi lost her brothers, father, five sons, all 
relations in the war. But throughout she remained strong, true and faithful to her husbands. The moment of 
supreme tragedy in her life was when during her upward climb to heaven on the Himalayan path she sleeps 
and falls. What breaks her heart is not the fall but the ruthless act of her five husbands. Guided by Yudhisthir, 
the Dharma incarnate, all her husbands went ahead unconcern, sparing not even a last look for her. At this 
point the novel starts. She records the feeling, addressing her best friend Lord Krishna to whom her life was 
wholly concentrated. In this autobiographical form of novel, Draupadi records her agitation, conflict, revolt, 
turmoil rising within her with which she had to constantly battle and maintained her poise to act in each moment 
with discretion. She raised her voice against the double standards of the society for men and women, against 
all sorts of discrimination, she fought for rights of the downtrodden, the disadvantaged people of the society; 
crime against women, against corruption in the society and ultimately she raised her voice against war. Lastly 
she prayed for a war free human world. In her last prayer before death she says “I do not want to go to heaven 
in body, but want to make a heaven on earth. Not salvation but rebirth is my last wish. I want to be born again 
and again in Bharatvarsha, so close and dear to my heart, which has been devastated by the war, for the petty 
differences of human minds. Let no country be divided as Hastinapur and Indraprastha. My last words to you 
‘O dear Krishna, no war, peace to the world. Om Shanti Shanti Shanti”. Hence, Draupadi here is not merely 
a manifestation of a woman’s mind struggling against the problems of woman only, she is a contemporary 
woman, a role model  and an iconoclast who speaks for human race of the whole world. She comes out of the 
narrow boundary of gender and geography. The character is not thousand years old only, it is older than that 
and younger than any young mind of the present day. She enjoys a timeless longevity in my novel. She is a 
strong, bold, determined, judicious and empowered woman who fights back her heinous assaults. She had 
never thought of punishing herself by ending her life being stigmatized in the society for no fault of her. Evils 
should be punished for their crime in the society. That was her purpose. 

Draupadi’s pentagonal personality is amazing without being split by counteracting strains of the husbands. 
Although anguished and revolting, Draupadi never moves towards destruction nor she does take any decision 
which would lead to a break either in the family or in society. Women stand for the solidarity of Indian tradition 
and sacrifice their selfish interest on the altar of the society.  They are empowered with their innate strength 
and courage. Woman is Sakti incarnate. She herself was bold and confident enough to come out of the cultural 
cocoon and assured herself as Sakti to destroy the evils. Today’s world shivering with horrors of war is calmed 
by the vision of Jajnaseni (Draupadi). Enough had she seen, and also lived every bit of her tumultuous life 
through the rivalry and bad blood, through the horrors of violence, vulgarity  and war. She cries out, forever 
lasting peace in the world. This is articulated in her ultimate wish and prayer to the Lord and in this she bears 
a message of contemporary relevance. In her last wishes she implores to Lord Krishna “Let not the wars ever 
cloud this world and let not by petty differences, of human ego, be any land torn asunder like Indraprastha and 
Hastinapur”. Her last words while lying under bed of ice, was Shanti, Shanti & Shanti.

What the author in me had strived, was to highlight Draupadi’s alter-ego, the relatively hidden aspect of her 
true self, her human face. Draupadi was much more than just a paragon of beauty like Helen or Cleopatra. 
Draupadi like Mother Earth, had borne endless sufferings and indignities, and yet never reacted or left the battle 
field. Draupadi is misunderstood as the war-monger, but in the novel Draupadi is revealed not to be the war-
monger, but as one who rightly understood war to be a bloody and painful surgery needed to save the world 
from the jaws of selfish power mongers. Draupadi’s motto was the sacrifice of lesser self-interest for attainment 
of greater ends. She prayed to have Jnani’s vision, Bhakta’s heart and Karmi’s hand, for reconstruction of the 

Revisiting Draupadi
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society, to save the world from the devastation of war. Like a great patriot she desires to be born again and 
again in this holy land of Bharatvarsha, for dedicating the next birth in consolidating a unified state of Aryavart 
based on peace and integrity.

Jajnaseni puts up exemplary courage and at the same time, immense compassion for the exploited downtrodden. 
She is made up of the soil of Mahabharat, but gifted with a modern outlook which made her contemporary. 
Jajnaseni contains our racial memory in a new and modern form. Draupadi emerges from rich puranas in the 
most contemporary personality. Infact, Jajnaseni symbolizes the wholeness of life. She is the symbol of eternal 
womanhood who is fearless in asserting her proper place in a male dominated, dogma ridden society. In a 
word she is a humanist.

Today, Draupadis are still being humiliated and sexually assaulted in broad day light. Ekalavyas are being 
deprived of their human rights in the name of cast, creed and religion. Young talents like Abhimanyus are being 
assassinated in the Chakrabyuha of the selfish and powerful. Dhrutarastras are still blind in their interest of their 
near and dear ones and they do not hesitate to devastate the motherland for power and position. Gandhiaris 
are still forced to be blinded in the name of devotion to husbands. Karnas are being denied justice having no 
royal identity. Every day, everywhere in this world, the Kurukshetra war is waged inside and outside human 
existence. Hence what could have Draupadi done except becoming a rebel against violence, injustice and 
inhumanity? And ultimately what else could I have written except Jajnaseni, when I wrote it? Of course, what 
I just spoke about Draupadi may be an after thought. I hope my book has spoken of the true-self of Draupadi, 
though my words are inadequate to portray her dynamic personality.

Dr. Pratibha RayRevisiting Draupadi

The Draupadi Kund situated at Panchal Desha, Capital city of Kapilya (District Farrukhabad, UP), traditionally believe to be 
the place of the Havan or Fire Sacrifices ceremony performed by Kind Drupad father of Draupadi.
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Introduction

P.K. Balakrishnan’s novel “And Now Let Me Sleep” is based on Mahabharata 
drawing mainly on Swastika and Stri Parvas, and partly on Shanti Parva.  The 
title comes from the words of prayer spoken by Draupadi after the war.  Having 
endured thousands of sleepless nights, her mind smouldering and her hair left 
untied, Draupadi longs for a restful night. But can she really sleep?  The whole 
novel is a series of dreams, nightmares, flashbacks through which the past and 
present have to realign in the minds of the protagonists, mainly Draupadi and 
Yudhishthira particularly in relationship to Karna before they can get over their 

terrible and almost maddening guilt and despair. Is this just a dramatic device or does it point to a psychological 
truth?  

Kunti’s Revelation about Karna

The pivot in the novel is Kunti’s revelation on the battlefield strewn with corpses and mangled bodies that 
Karna is her eldest born and so Yudhishthira must perform obsequies for him first.  This news is so stunning 
that even the weeping widows forget their lamentation and Yudhishthira stands bewildered suspecting his 
consciousness. Eventually blazing with anger he curses not only his mother but through her all womankind 
“henceforth may no woman be ever able to guard a secret.”(10)  Karna emerges as the main protagonist 
because both Draupadi and Yudhishthira have to come terms with their relationship with him before they can 
be at peace with themselves.  Yudhishthira realizes that in the ultimate analysis, the Pandavas owe not only 
their victory but also their very lives to Karna’s nobility and magnanimity. 

The revelation about Karna leads to some fundamental questions in the minds of both Yudhishthira and 
Draupadi.  Yudhishthira asks himself whether it was really the evil of pride masquerading as righteousness 
that led to the Great War and the destruction of the Kuru race?  Was then truth the only casualty in a war 
fought seemingly on the bedrock of dharma?  Was it his lifelong fear of Karna that made him so ecstatic on his 
death? Draupadi’s questions to herself are even more searing as she becomes aware of her terrible loneliness 
and complete alienation from everybody and especially from Yudhishthira.  Had Yudhishthira, in truth wanted 
to win the country that he considered his by right and merely used the immediate and continuous stimulus of 
Draupadi’s revenge as a justification?  What did she get at the end?  She had to send her children to her father 
and accompany her husbands to the forest while remaining celibate till her mission was accomplished. Thus, 
she had denied both her womanhood and motherhood.  At the end of the war, she was alone in her sorrow 
as Yudhishthira grieved for no one but Karna, not even for her children who had been sacrificed in this war of 
ambition and revenge.  In front of her lay the tomb of her desires with the mutilated dead bodies of her own 
sons, father and brothers. Draupadi was not merely alone in her grief; she also could not pretend to be a part 
of Yudhishthira’s.  God, she knew, might not pardon her alienation from Yudhishthira, but He would also not 
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pardon deceit. There had been enough of that.  In her terrible loneliness, Draupadi seeks answers to some 
fundamental questions.  Was she ever loved for herself, entirely for herself?  Was she a chaste wife? In her 
situation what is the meaning of being a chaste wife?  Had she ever got love or given love? What was love 
anyway and what was the basis of loving and being loved? Did she ever have a protector even while she had 
five husbands alive? Who had saved her from widowhood? Who was Krishna and what was he to her? 

Yudhishthira’s Guilt

The questions find a resolution as they are examined through thoughts that intermingle seamlessly with the 
dreams, nightmares and flashbacks of both Draupadi and Yudhishthira, but more particularly of Draupadi.  
When Yudhishthira comes to know of his relationship with Karna on the battlefield where he goes to perform 
the last rites of the dead warriors, he summons Karna’s wives and unites them with the women of his own 
family while immersing the ashes of Karna in the Ganga.  But after this, unable to take any more, he falls into 
a swoon and is gathered up with great difficulty by Dhritrashtra.

Yudhishthira is so overwhelmed by the guilt of fratricide that he wants to abandon the kingdom and retreat into 
the forests to live the life of a mendicant. No one feels Yudhishthira, understands his state of mind when they 
try to persuade him not to do so. Yudhishthira has to come to terms with his lifelong fear of Karna whom he 
regarded as his most dangerous enemy.  He acknowledges while performing Karna’s last rites that the fear of 
Karna’s indomitable strength had haunted him all his life and that is why he wanted him killed at all cost. Later 
in the evening as he sits outside his hut by the Ganga watching the agony of the young widows and holding 
himself responsible for the destruction, he attempts to explain to sage Narada why he wants to take refuge in 
the forests. Narada tries to lessen his feelings of guilt by explaining to him that he was not really the doer but a 
mere agency of a larger purpose because everything happened according destiny.  But he also points out that 
at the root of all Yudhishthira’s anxieties about war lay his secret fear of Karna which he had never revealed 
to anyone.  

Yudhishthira is tortured by the thought that while he was trying to secure to the death of his elder brother Karna,  
Karna had not only promised to grant him his life on the battlefield but had also kept his world.  Yudhishthira’s 
life had been given to him as alms on the battlefield by Karna more than once.  Bhima, Nakul and Sahdeva also 
owed their lives to Karna as there were numerous occasions when he could have defeated and killed them.  In 
one sense, wonders Yudhishthira, did not Arjuna himself receive his life as charity from Karna?

This realization haunts him in a nightmare as he groans in his sleep “Arjuna, Arjuna.” It was as if “human 
language got mixed up with an animal’s dying groan.”  He awakens “in that cold night, with his perspiring face 
propped on his arms.” (20)  In his nightmare Yudhishthira had seen Karna and Arjuna seated on their chariots, 
fiercely fighting with each other.  Yudhishthira, in terror, tries to call out to Arjuna, “my elder brother he is your 
own brother” (21) but no sound comes.  He wants to jump in between the two but he can’t move.  Arujna is 
mortally wounded as Karna severs his head from his neck with his arrow.  This was actually a manifestation of 
what Yudhishthira secretly feared. 

Draupadi stares frightened at Yudhishthira wondering how he could imagine the beheading of Arjuna by Karna.  
However, she herself has a similar dream later which finally resolves her dilemmas. For Yudhishthira this vision 
has been a recurrent part of his life.  It was this terror that had made him lose control and insult both Arjuna 
and his Gandeeva, when Arjuna came looking for him after he had fled the battlefield defeated by Karna who 
had allowed by him to escape.  
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Kunti and Draupadi

While Yudhishthira is horrified on seeing Karna’s beheaded body, Draupadi for the first time realizes the 
essential nobility and magnanimity of Karna and is able to rise above her own humiliation at his hands.  “Her 
heart bowed down with reverence and deep sympathy in front of the figure” she imagines “standing with his 
head held proudly high against a misfortune greater than hers. Very generously he turned her husbands away 
granting them life who were pledged to kill him.”(169)  He thus became a target of their animosity as they 
burned with the ignominy of receiving their life from him as alms.  

In front of the misfortunes of Karna and the guilt of Yudhishthira her mishaps appeared inconsequential, a trifle.  
But Draupadi has her own issues to resolve that manifest in her nightmares.  As night falls, the image of the 
burning barracks arises before her, not as a bygone event but as something happening in front of her.  A loud 
question springs from beyond the sphere of consciousness; why did Kunti keep quiet about Karna even after 
apprehending the dark shadow of total destruction.  

The answer is given by Kunti the following day when she hears Draupadi lamenting the death of her sons.  
Unlike Draupadi, Kunti cannot cry because she knows that it was her lies that had killed her son; she can 
never cry because her life is dried up in the terrible heat of sin concealed in “her mind for years.” (34) As if 
in a trance Kunti keeps recalling the past: her maidenhood when she served the terrifying Durvasa rishi and 
her irresponsibility in using the mantra to summon Surya.  What followed was almost a rape.  She became 
pregnant and had to live in isolation till the child was born so that it could be kept a secret. She relives the 
floating away of the casket carrying her new born son, and sits silently utterly weary and unable to breathe, not 
even aware of Draupadi wiping away her tears.  Draupadi can only muse on the irony of life and its meaning 
which brings:  “A son whom his mother alone recognizes to be hers and the son who is world famous” (18) in 
an encounter in which both are intent on killing each other.

This takes Draupadi to her own guilt about her sons.  They had died fighting her battle before they had 
experienced anything of life. Full of remorse she prays to her children for mercy and compassion.  Horrified she 
realizes that she can’t even recall them as young men. The images that come to her are of the children whom 
she had sent to her father.  Kunti’s guilt combines with her own to lead to a nightmare.  

Draupadi hears an earth splitting sound as if something is striking noisily on a macrocosmic cauldron.  The sky 
seems to come down to the earth and at its crest shines a huge moon with a disc several times bigger than the 
ordinary.  Draupadi stands in a position to touch the moon radiating in the dark blue night of the azure sky.  In 
front is a mountain range of black rocks that extend as far as the eye can see.  Here and there from the slopes 
rise rectangular rocks with painted edges high above like thickly grown cacti piercing the sky.  Then these 
hemispherical rocky hills change into a universal temple encircled by numerous forts.  Looking from below 
she sees white clouds shining with red lines.  Again the sound reverberates.  What is the sound? Draupadi, 
frightened, realizes that it is the sound of her own words of indignation to Krishna before he had gone to 
Hastinapura to make a last attempt to negotiate peace just before the war commenced.  The sound then gets 
transformed into the harsh message that Kunti had sent to Yudhishthira through Krishna urging him insistently 
to war after the peace mission failed. “Sounds revolve round the sky in an ever-accelerating speed.  The whole 
universe gets heated by its impulse,” (92) and every sphere in it seems to be on fire.  The colour of the blue 
moon changes to red and blood flows on the slopes oozing from the broken veins in the sky. She wants to cry 
out loud but how can her voice be heard in the inflamed sky which has turned blood red.  Draupadi watches 
the sight motionlessly with fearful eyes, her voice choked in her throat. 
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Just then a large eagle with wings spread out a rises in the sky clutching a poor creature between its legs.  
Soon the wings get red with blood and the bird alights with its huge nails digging into the stomach of this 
creature and dragging out its intestines.  The writhing creature turns out to be Kunti and Draupadi realizes 
that the face of the eagle is that of Karna.  As Kunti struggles in the last throes of death the kite rises with the 
entrails entangled in its legs.  It slowly encircles Draupadi’s head and gradually starts to descend.  Draupadi 
exults at the thought that now her entrails will also be scratched out by the kite, but as the bird comes close 
to her head, it lets loose the bowels from its claws.  These fall on her neck and cold blood oozes from them.  
Draupadi roars and calls out “Mother.”(94) The whole nightmare seems to speak of peace turning into a bloody 
war, the searing guilt of Kunti and the dreadful burden that Draupadi would have to carry throughout her life till 
her antagonism to Karna would be transformed to understanding and compassion.

Draupadi realizes that Kunti had revealed the truth to Karna before the war and asked him to join Yudhishthira.  
He had refused because his gratitude to Suyodhana prevented him from betraying him but he had promised 
Kunti that she would always be the mother of five sons and had kept his promise.  That perhaps led to his 
death as with the exception of Arjuna he had spared the lives of all the Pandavas at different times during the 
war.  This knowledge she realizes was also the cause of Yudhishthira’s nightmares and weariness with life.  He 
recalled with horror his delight on the death of Karna.  He had “danced on seeing his beheaded body—yes—it 
was the most cursed day when the zest for fratricide devoured the whole earth.” Now filled with remorse he 
dreamt his terrible dreams through the darkness.  

Draupadi’s Nightmares

In another nightmare Draupadi sees the black dots of her grief transformed into worms of scorn that crawl 
towards her and unhesitatingly find their way to the idols around her piercing them and destroying all eternal 
beliefs held as holy.  The idols became diabolic assuming new, distorted, strange shapes—like a human figure 
with heads in the place of legs, nose behind the head, eyes in the place of ears.  As the values and incidents 
of life lived by them are standing in front of her in this nightmare with terrible and ironic changes of shape, a 
distressed cry and mad laughter rebounds in her throat.  

Draupadi’s nightmares help her to resolve some of her questions. Sitting outside her hut she watches the 
“pale dusk with torn cloth and disheveled hair,” the sky frowning like an angry guardian.  It is a frightening 
landscape: 

On the terrifying face of intense black appeared in wrathful laughter the rows of white teeth 
which dazzled the horizons.  Every heart shuddered.  The bright flow of the river appeared to 
come to a standstill by that terrible shock.  The sound of the sudden fierce wind added with 
the noise of torrential rain made the turbid waters beg for mercy with hands extended helpless 
in the sky.(58)

As Draupadi brooded over her terrible loneliness, her ruined dreams stood as ghosts in front of her seemingly 
like tangible shapes which had made her even more alienated than the war.  Memories raised their heads 
like little crabs—grotesque visions of Jayadrath who tried to forcibly drag her into his chariot; Keechaka who 
thrashed and kicked her in front of Yudhishthira when he failed in his attempt to molest her; Dussasana 
enjoying himself dragging her by her hair and disrobing her in front of her heroic husbands; Karna laughing 
ecstatically egging him on and reveling in her humiliation. Unable to cope, she covers her eyes and shakes 
her head as if scorched by a flame.  

These images of her humiliations recur repeatedly to Draupadi making her ask the question that echoes 
incessantly within her “Draupadi, were you ever loved for yourself, entirely for your sake?” (72)  She realizes 
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that at no point of time in her life did her husbands love her enough to protect her forgetting their other 
concerns.  Yet does the mind deceive or why else would their days in the forest in retrospect appear to be a 
time of happiness?  This makes Draupadi realize that there is a delicate relationship between the nature of 
pleasure and the nature of circumstances and happenings. Situations are coloured by the mind’s perceptions 
which are ever changing.  It makes her understand that “The mind can disfigure not only the memories of 
past, but the past itself.  The life of an unfortunate person whose mind extinguishes the light rays of the past 
will transform itself to darkness solidified without any bright spot.  The whole life turns into a colorless vacuum 
without either glittering moments or frightening evils.” (70-71)

Draupadi and Krishna

In her moment of despair Draupadi, weak in body, weary in nerves and empty in mind, yearns for Krishna, her 
never failing refuge.  He immediately seems to appear and come walking towards her. Who is Krishna and why 
is he her never-failing refuge?  Is he an external reality or a manifestation of Draupadi’s inner strength that lies 
between the layers of her surface turmoil? As he stands before her he explains to her that she feels alienated 
because of the overpowering grief Kunti and her husbands have for Karna.  She cannot identify herself with 
that and so feels intolerably empty and alone, stranger even to herself.  

But continues Krishna, people have to see that there is a larger pattern in the cosmos beyond individual 
concerns.  Human beings wrongly think that the whole course and movement of their life is their own creation 
and so enjoy their happiness and lament their sorrows.  Draupadi is bewildered because she has forgotten that 
there is a cosmic rhythm in nature of birth, growth and decay that is beyond her self absorbed grief.  The sun 
rises in dawn, blazes at noon and then sinks into the sea in the evening. The foliage that he seems to fondle 
in the morning, he burns at noon.  This law of nature cannot be overlooked.   Given the changing nature of 
existence and its larger purposes Krishna continues, Draupadi has to understand that Karna truly deserved 
to be the oldest Pandava and hence Yudhishthira’s grief for him was appropriate.  Draupadi only recalled 
Karna’s face in the Kuru assembly at the worst moment of distortion and deterioration when he seemed like a 
wicked man laughing in mad intoxication at the sight of a renowned princess being disrobed in the assembly.  
However, this was only a partial truth.  The fateful acts of destruction performed by the unfortunate individuals 
were a part of what was preordained.  Therefore, Karna had to act in the way he did to bring to fruition what 
was predestined: his own destruction and that of the entire Kuru race.

Krishna revealed to Draupadi that not only had Kunti told Karna of his true parentage but that he too had met 
him before the war and told him the same thing.  He had also tried to veer him away from Suyodhana.  Just as 
he had felt unable to accept Kunti’s suggestion, Karna declined Krishna’s offer too.  Later even Bhishma lying 
on the bed of arrows in the middle of the war had asked Karna’s pardon for having insulted and hurt him all his 
life.  He wanted to wound his self respect so that Suyodhana would not drive the Kuru race to utter destruction 
by relying on his powers.  Bhishma accepts that Karna had always been compassionate and that there was no 
man on earth equal to him.  Even at that late stage he had wanted Karna to join the Pandavas as their elder 
brother and end the war.  Bhishma had realized that his whole life had been a failure and that on the threshold 
of death he could “see only the naked distorted figures of the truths which were beautiful.” (143) Was this he 
wondered, because selfish desires had masqueraded as moral values.  But Karna is unable to obey and can 
only seek his blessings for the path the he has chosen.  He is reconciled to his fate.

Draupadi, Karna, Love and Chastity

On learning the truth about Karna, Draupadi tries to find some ease from her terrifying and unsettling thoughts.  
But new ideas clash in her mind as if she has lost her mental balance.  As she relives her humiliation in the 
Kuru Court, she sees Karna reproaching himself for it.   In front of her passes the vision of Karna sitting in 
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the chariot with Krishna after rejecting the sovereignty of the world.  Then comes Karna wielding the bow and 
arrow to break the target at the marriage altar.  Finally emerges the picture of Karna enthroned surrounded by 
the other Pandavas.  Repeatedly she sees herself as his royal consort while the other Pandava brothers pay 
obeisance to him.  

Stung by self pity, Draupadi’s mind is caught in the grip of regret and reproach as the question pertaining to 
her husbands and Karna circles her head like a vulture hovering over its prey.  What was the basis of loving 
and being loved?  The question has no answer.  She has had to acknowledge that she did not even love her 
children.  It made her repentant but what is repentance?  It is regret for something that is not done, perhaps 
could not be done.  Her mind goes to Kunti who could encircle the five Pandavas with the girdle of her love 
but not Karna.  Could she have set afloat Yudhishthira or Arjuna?  If Arjuna and not Karna had stood before 
Kunti, would she have denied him the knowledge of his parentage?  As for herself Draupadi feels, that it is not 
that she did not love her children, but that there was no place in her mind for anything else but revenge.  The 
problem she realizes is not of preference.  It is not even whether the object deserves to be loved.  Due to some 
unknown reasons, not depending on a person’s will, the lamp of love glows permanently on certain points and 
does not light up others.  

Fearful of dreadful dreams, Draupadi tries to drive sleep away but still she sees dreaded sights in darkness.  
Arjuna rushing to kill Yudhishthira, Dhrishtadyumna holding the sword in his right hand and the profusely 
bleeding head of Drona in the other.  The head of Drona gets transformed into Yudhishthira’s and just then 
comes a tall figure with a lifted sword.  She then sees Bhima standing stunned devoid of his armour and 
weapons helplessly in front of Karna sitting on his chariot and laughing sardonically.  She sees Yudhishthira, 
Nakul and Sahadeva fleeing for their lives from Karna who in any case had no mind to kill them.  She feels no 
sympathy for anyone and the scene also does not cause her pain any more.

The scene changes.  A huge figure, dreadful and dark approaches Draupadi, revealing his canines and 
brandishing his sword.  She laughs madly as the figure’s voice pierces the sky, “Draupadi, are you a chaste 
woman?” (171)  She wakes up from this nightmare to find Yudhishthira sleeping uneasily.  Her mind answers 
that while she has not broken the ideal of chastity even in thought the real question is whether she has ever 
been loved.  Also, has she ever had a protector?  Who has saved her from widowhood?  These questions 
makes her break out in sweat.  She feels suffocated inside in the heat, and runs out to the cold river bank in 
the dark where all is quiet dampened by the snow while the stars tremble in the sky.

Fate Draupadi muses, has made her life similar to Kunti’s in some respects.  If Draupadi was the wife of the 
five Pandavas, Kunti too had sons from the gods of Sun and Wind and the King of Devas.  As Draupadi’s life 
passes in front of her, she comes gradually to accept the bitter truth that it was a delusion for her to think that 
her husbands loved her because in her situation how could she ever think that she could get the complete love 
that a woman expects from a man and which forms the basis of honour for her.  Also, she sees that everyone 
has been unethical, blinded by his ambitions which he has rationalized as his moral responsibilities.  Hence, 
while she can harbour no hatred towards anyone, her life has been reduced to a shattered echo without a 
present or a future.  It is then that she becomes aware of the snow falling on the Ganga.  Wet, she looks up 
at the sky and sees that the stars that had earlier been scattered like dim coppery particles were glittering like 
blue gems.  In front of her lies a wide barren land heated by sleepless ages. But she consoles herself that soon 
the sun will rise.  On the banks of Ganga stand rows of huts.  In them are all widows, lives without expectation.  
Draupadi feels that she has at least been more fortunate than them because unlike them she has experienced 
life at least in some of its aspects.  Even if there has not been the pleasant comfort of love, there has been an 
intense light of righteous indignation and vengeance.
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At the same time Draupadi realizes that she cannot pray like those young widows with their thoughts 
concentrated on their loving husbands.  Even widowhood is unattainable for her.  Since she could never live 
like a wife, she could not also become a widow.  If Yudhishthira retired to the forest, she wonders, what would 
be her position?  She could go with him but then how would the equilibrium of chastity be maintained for the 
wife of the Pandavas as she would be deserting the other four.  If any of her husbands had died during the 
battle, would she have become a widow?  Was it not because of the mercy of Karna that she was not a widow? 
But then came a revelation to her that she too was a widow among these widows and that her widowhood was 
as strange as her wifehood.

The Resolution

The sense of widowhood, as Draupadi’s final nightmare indicates comes from the death of Karna. It is midnight 
and she prays for forgetful sleep.  Tears trickle down from her eyes although she neither wants to cry nor does 
she realize that she is crying.  She sees a big circle of light with a reddish tinge in pitch dark background.  Both 
Arjuna and Karna stand face to face ready to strike each other.  She is scared hearing the benumbing sound of 
arrows piercing the muscles.  Then arises a sight that she could not have believed even in her wildest dreams.  
She sees with anxiety and fear the figures of her children sitting comfortably on the broad shoulders of Karna, 
a ready target for Arjuna’s arrows.  With Prativindhya and Sutasoma on his right shoulder and Kritvarma, 
Sataneeka and Shrutsena on his other shoulder, it looked like a six headed Karna. Arrows from the Gandeeva 
whizz past, aimed at the bosom of this six headed Karna and at all those heads.  They surge like terrible 
snakes.  Draupadi does not have the strength to call out the names of her sons but cries, “Don’t do that Arjuna, 
don’t do that.” (211) 

Then Draupadi’s neck is cleaved and she seems to be smashed to smithereens.  She struggles to get up 
as if from a furnace but the dreadful spectacle of her own terrifying tragedy manifests clearly in front of her.  
“Looking into the pale face of life’ realities, insolent illusions burst into laughter.  Nightmares laugh hilariously 
at the sight of idols breaking down from holy altars.” (211) She wants to escape from the fear of darkness to 
the comfort of light.  But her legs weigh heavy and cold ice flakes find their way to her head.  Gathering all her 
strength she creeps along the roots on which she has been sitting and reaches up to the stem of that shady 
tree.  As she sits wearily, the intertwining roots seems to writhe like snakes.  Instead of keeping the tree firmly 
on the ground they seem to clutch it mercilessly trying to pull it down.  As the tree struggles she wonders why 
her body too is writhing with that of the tree.  Draupadi looks around with half open eyelids.  The Sun seems to 
blaze in the blue sky occasionally changing into a shining black globe.  The momentary changes of darkness 
and light are both unbearable to the eye.  Draupadi again closes her eyes firmly pressing her body and head 
closely on the tree trunk entwined by the snake like roots that seem to send a frightened lament to the sky.  

Finally through this intense churning of mind and body a sound penetrates her tired consciousness lovingly 
calling out “Draupadi”.(212)  With great effort through half opened eyes she vaguely sees Yudhishthira as a 
shadowy figure reflected in troubled waters.  She wonders why his fingers on her forehead feel cold like the 
snow.  But as her heart absorbs the sound of his voice, her lips murmur: “Yudhishthira let me sleep.”(212)  At 
last Draupadi seems to have found rest in the acknowledgement that Karna is indeed the eldest Pandava her 
protector and that of her children. This was, perhaps, also the end desired by all who had wronged him wittingly 
or unwittingly – Kunti, Krishna and Bhishma and even by her own heart although she had not acknowledged 
or accepted it up to then.  
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Whenever I think of Draupadi the first question that comes to my mind is who is 
Draupadi? Is she an ordinary mortal or a super-human being or an incarnation of 
Divine Female Energy? Or the Supreme Goddess herself? And why had she taken birth 
as the daughter of Drupada of Pāncāladesa in the Dwapara Yuga?

From the description in the classic Epic Mahābhārata we understand that Draupadī, the 
daughter of Drupada of Pāncāla is neither a normal human being nor an incarnation 
of Divine Female Energy. She is an incarnation of the Supreme Goddess Srī who for the 
sake of redeeming the earth from the hand of sinners assumed human – form. In other 
words to help the virtuous Pandavas in their endeavour to establish the supremacy 
of virtue by destroying the unvirtuous Kauravas she emerged from the blaze of fire 
in the bloom of her youth not requiring the matrix of a human womb.  Draupadi is 
‘ayonija’, not born of a women. When she arose from the sacrificial fire, an incorporeal voice from the sky said “This 
dark complexioned girl will be the first of all women and she will be the cause of destruction of many Ksatriyas. She 
will accomplish the purpose of the gods and along with her many a danger will overtake the Kauravas1. Because she 
arose from Yajña, she was called Yajnasenī and being the Princess of Pānchāla, she was Pānchāli. Draupadī was known 
as Parśati through her mother`s name. Draupadi’s mother`s name was Priśati.

In the Mahābhārata in the Sānti Parvan the myth of supreme Śrī is described. Accordingly, in the beginning Supreme 
Śrī was with five Indras but later on she was adorned by Visnu.2 In the incarnation of Śrī in Draupadī form, both Śiva 
and visnu took part in their own way. Visnu first decided to redeem the earth from the hand of adharma and for the 
purpose he assumed the avatara of Krsna. However as Visnu, he is entrusted with the role of protection of all life forms, 
hence he had to take help from goddess Sri who is actually Supreme goddess of prosperity. To help Visnu, the goddess 
emerged from the Agni as the daughter of Drupada. This is the first part of divine play in which Visnu intervened. 
There is no doubt that the goddess Sri in the form of beautiful   Draupadi suffered great insults at the hand of Kauravas 
when she was dragged into the sabha of Kauravas and humiliated by Duryodana, Karna and Duhshasana who attempted 
to strip her of her clothing. But her staunch faith in Lord Krsna and her prayer to him and the miracle of Krsna support 
prevented this and preserved her modesty by her sari coming forth endlessly. At that time she took a vow to avenge the 
destruction of Kauravas which ended with the complete disappearance of Kuru clan. It is very clear that she had already 
sown the seed for war in future. Again while in exile in the forest, her life was full of ups and downs but she overcame 
them with the strength of her personality and maintained her dignity.

That Draupadi is the incarnation of Sri is supported by the presence of Draupadi in the Indraloka with Indra after her 
leaving the mortal body. As narrated in the Svargarohana parva, when Yudhistra reaches the Inderloka after leaving 
his mortal body, he sees Draupadi there decked in garlands of lotuses. He wishes to speak to her. Then Indra tells him 
that Draupadi was not an ordinary human being, she was Sri the goddess of prosperity herself. It was only for the sake 
of Pandavas, she took birth as the daughter of Drupada, not born of any mother`s womb. She was created by Siva, the 
weilder of the trident.

Now Sri is the epitome of sattvika quality. To transform her as the prime cause of destruction of the Kauravas, Siva 
instigfated his “power of destruction; in her and transformed her as the prime causer of the destruction. This was the 
secret which Krsna only knew, that is why Krsna called Draupadi In the name of Kali which means the annihilator of 
the universe. In the second part of divine play, Siva’s role in the creation of Draupadi was in the marriage of Draupadi 
of five husbands. According to the legend in the epic, Draupadi in her past life was the daughter of a Rsi. Because of her 
own acts in her past life, she could not obtain a husband. Therefore she practiced penance. Then Siva appeared and 
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told her to ask for a born. She repeatedly said five times to bless her with a husband. Siva blessed her five times and 
said that she would have five husbands from the Bharata princes. The Rsi’s daughter was shocked to hear and prayed 
to Siva that she desired to have only one husband with all virtuous qualities. But Mahadeva said that because she said 
five times she would have five husbands. Thus Mahabharata it is said that the Rsi’s daughter was reborn as Draupadi 
and married the five Pandavas who were actually five Indras.  (These five Indras were the husbands of Sri before Visnu 
took over Sri for himself.) 

One should remember that whenever Siva intervenes and bestows boons to those who pray to him, may be asura or 
adharmi or wrong doers, or mortals or immortals he at once sanctions by 

Breaking the rule of the ideal society and his blessings will at last end in the destruction which would be necessary for 
the renewal of the world. The same thing happened in the marriage of Draupadi to the five pandavas which ultimately 
led to the destruction of the Kauravas. In the entire   Mahabharata only Krsna was aware who Draupadi really was. That 
is why he used to call her Krsna which means black that is Kali, the annihilator of the universe. 

Draupadi and Lord Krsna shared a very special relationship of sakhi and sakha. Draupadi was the incarnation of goddess 
Sri who was the main instrument of Krsna in the realizing his mega plan of annihilating Kauravas.

Thus the whole task of   annihilating the adharmic Kauravas and restoring the dharmic Pandavas was done in the 
coordinated manner by the collective intervention of Visnu, Siva, and Supreme goddess Sri in the form of    Draupadi 
in the Mahabharata war. 

In the Mahabharata Sri alias Draupadi is depicted in the sattvik form as well as one responsible for the ultimate 
destruction of the evil Kauravas. However in the folklores found in the villages of south India, one also finds Draupadi 
in a fierce form, and in Tamilnadu her worship is practiced in the name of Draupadi amman. 

Draupadi in Folklore       

            Just like a coin has two sides, Draupadi’s personality has two different characteristic features. This can be found 
by comparing the classic Mahabharata and the folklore of tribal communities living in the villages of India. We must 
note that whatever we know about    Draupadi in the folklore is unrecorded history. Actually, the folklore in the form 
of legends and myths about Draupadi were passed on by word of mouth over generations. In course of time, a tradition 
developed of worshipping and accepting Draupadi as an incarnation of Kali. In the villages in Tamilnadu, Draupadi is 
regarded as Kali or an embodiment of Virasakti and is called Virapancali.

An American auther Alf Hiltebeitel has written three volumes on the cult of Draupadi. The title of the book is “The Cult 
of Draupadi Mythologies: From Gingee to Kuruksetra’’.  He has very vividly written about her mythologies and legends 
which he collected from the personal interviews with villagers and from their song and dramas played by them. They 
say that her special residence is indeed the forest where she takes the form of Virasakti. To support this, in Tamilnadu 
when the villagers sing or enact her mythology they address her as “Forest Parrot’’. In the invocatory songs she is 
praised as Vira Pancali who is the shining lamp lighting the Pandavas’ forest path. In it, many of the forest episodes of 
classic Mahabharata are included in the form of dramas or street plays and enacted in the villages. 

Interestingly from the description of the author it appears that in the folklore there may be the description of two 
forms or personalities of Draupadi one as benign and the other as fierce or aghora rupam. He writes that in some 
villages at the time of performing Mahabharata in folk dramas, the forest setting is drawn to indicate Draupadi 
transformation. He writes that according to Telugu accounts mentioned in the folk traditions which are not found in 
the Telugu classic Mahabharata. Draupadi is shown as if she is manifested herself in Kali rupa even before the forest 
exile. In this context, he narrates a story about Draupadi and Bhima which he heard from a Telugu speaking informant. 
According, when it was Bhima’s turn to live with Draupadi he could not have sex with her. When he asked Krsna for 
the reason, Krsna said that that he knew who she was and how at night the normal Draupadi would become primal 
sakti. He took to the crematorium where he saw Draupadi in her fierce form feeding on corpses and then recovering 
her familiar appearance and returning home. Krsna explained that Draupadi was the primal sakti, “who had once been 
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promised by Visnu that in a future birth she would have enough human flash to satiate her.   To achieve this, Krsna has 
taken human birth to engineer the Mahabharata war and provide corpses for Draupadi to devour during night time 
ravages on the battefield’’6. But for Bhīma’s initial problem Krsna gave some portion of his energy to Bhima for making 
love with her. Draupadi recognized Krsna’s energy and argued that since he had then effectively had sexual relations 
with her, he must marry her. Krsna agreed to it and promised that when he would take the form of Jagannatha in Puri 
he would marry her.7  In a footnote 

Hiltbeitel mentions that according to another author, namely, Frederique Marglin, Draupadi under the name of 
Harachandi is worshipped as the guardian of the southern boundary of Puri.8  It is to be noted that Dr. Ratnakar 
Mahapatra, the author of the the article “Bali-Harachandi Temple at  Baliharachandi” in the journal Orissa Review  has 
described that there is a temple dedicated to Balihara Chandi in a place located 27 kms. to the south-west of Puri town. 
The name of the place is named after the goddess being worshipped there. It is considered by the people as one of the 
asta-saktis of Orissa. It is one of the notable tantric pithas of ancient Orissa. 9 However there is no firm evidence that 
this deity is Draupadi. In the temple, the goddess is worshipped in the name of Durga.  

However, there are many temples in Tamilnadu where Draupadi is worshipped independently with songs, dramas and 
most importantly Fire walking to indicate her genesis of emerging from fire. In Tamil folklore she is called Draupadi 
amman and the goddess of her cult, namely, Draupadi amman cult. Amman means goddess. The author further says 
that in Tamilnadu in a village called Melacceri, located near Gingee the earliest temple of Draupadi is said to exist and 
the worship is still continued. Here people say that she is still said to roam in the night in her fierce form in the forest. 
Her famous temple belonging to the 14th cen. is located in Gingee, in South Arcot district in Tamilnadu. Other temples 
near Sivagangai and Tiruvannamalai are very famous. People living in the forests near both the places believe that 
Draupadi is still roaming free in her “fierce form”.

In Tamilnadu three main castes, Vanniars, Velalar Mudaliars and Konars worship Draupadi as their Kuldevi or family 
deity. In fact Konars who are shepherd cast (Yadavas) hold significant power and position in conducting the rituals, 
street plays and car festivals for Draupadiamman. Thus from the epic heroine, wife and mother, Draupadi became the 
Kuladevi for certain castes in Tamilnadu.

According to Alf Hiltebeitel the cult of Draupadi might have originated and taken stronghold in its development in the 
14th cen. CE. According to another author, Richard Frasca, in the beginning of the fourteenth century local goddess 
worship was described which was not clearly differentiated from a pre-Vijayanagar pattini cult. He opines that in the 
pattini cult the goddess may be a primal Dravidian amman which suggests that the Draupadi cult might have developed 
in the popular movement and religious currents of pattini cult.10   

In a nutshell, the birth of Draupadi was the instrument to help gods and virtuous people in the world. In this context, 
I once again repeat that Draupadi was not an ordinary woman, but was Sri who took the manifestation of Draupadi 
exclusively to help the five Pandavas to redeem the earth from the adharmi Kauravas. In the folklore she is also 
described in her aghora rupam or fierce form and worshipped as Kali and Draupadi amman. Draupadi divine origins 
are indicated in the classical Mahabharata his has been adopted and transformed in the folklore to depict her as a full 
goddess. Finally, while she has a sattvik or benign form in the classical Mahabharata which nevertheless does lead to 
destruction, in the flok tradition she is fully worshipped as Kali, the destroyer. 

To conclude, the birth of Draupadi brings out two philosophical truths. Accordingly, behind the birth of every living 
being there are two powerful forces acting which decide the purpose and the reason for taking a particular birth. The 
first force is the Divine intervention or Divine Force. It decides the purpose for which a particular human being or any 
living being is to be created. In this mundane world we call this act of divine force “fate”. The second force is that of 
one’s own Prarabdha Karma. Every being in this world has to experience the fruit of his action done in his previous 
birth. Whether it is virtuous or unvirtuous, but one has to reap the fruit of his own Karma. It is certain that the present 
life of everyone in this world is ordained according to the past life Karma which we call Prarabdha Karma. These two 
truths are very clearly brought to the notice of readers in the Mahabharata through the presence of Draupadi who 
inspite of having ups and downs in her present life always strived to follow her husbands in the dharmic path.
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I believe that if we have to speak about our historical personalities than we 
should go to the original Mahabharata and by what is written in the original 
book. If one goes by Folk Tradition Tales developed over time then there will 
be a problem in understanding the reality. When I speak of Draupadi, then I 
speak from the original text of the Mahabharata written by Vedvyas only, and 
not the Mahabharata of any other author or written in other languages. Because 
otherwise there will be a question as to which authors Draupadi? If we speak 
about the Draupadi written by different writers there will be confusion, as many 
writers have interpreted Mahabharata characters in their own way. I feel, to bring 
out the proper perspective, we must go to the original text of the Mahabharata 
of Vedvyas. 

I have come across very good scholars, like our learned Chair also, as saying that the War resulted as Draupadi 
had laughed at Duryodhana. But the fact is, as per Vedvyas’s Mahabharata, that Draupadi was not even 
present when he fell in the pool of water. Only the servants were present at that time. Draupadi was blamed 
just to defame her, attributing also that she said ‘andhay ka beta andha’ (blind son of blind father). Actually it 
was Bheem who had said just said ‘Dhritrirashtra Putra’, which if someone interprets as ‘andhay ka beta andha’ 
then the problem is somewhere else and not in the original book. But Draupadi did not utter these words. 
Similarly, Draupadi, in the original’ text, did not say that she will wash her hair in the blood of Dushashanana. 
This addition is the imagination of some later Sanskrit dramatists. Yes her hair is open, as per the original text, 
when she is with Krishna. But she does not utter the words attributed to her by some creative minds.

There is no problem if we accept what is written in the original text as it is. The problem arises when some 
attempts are made to analyze and interpret incidents such as Draupadi and her brother emerging out of a 
Sacrificial Fire in a chariot and complete with war weapons, in the literal sense. Emerging out of Fire also 
shows that she had fiery personality. I do not take this emergence from the Fire to mean that Draupadi and her 
brother were born out of the Sacrificial Fire. I take this as starting of a new life. Just like a person who wants 
to become a Rishi denounces everything and takes on a new attire for the new objectives of life, similarly 
Draupadi and her brother reinvent themselves as warriors to take up the fight of restoring the prestige of their 
father, King Drupada. Both Draupadi and her brother want to take revenge from Dronacharya for insulting their 
father. They acquire a new aim and focus of life.

If we think from today’s women’s point of view even the Swayamvaara is wrong.   When, without even asking 
the girl, she is put on stake and suitors invited to win her hand, it is not acceptable. The fact is that, that Era 
was different and had different parameters, different constitution and principles of life. So when you analyze 
or study characters of that Era than do it from the rules and values prevailing in that Era. But today we cannot 
have same parameters as Swayamvaara. It was well known that only Arjuna could defeat Dronacharya and the 
Swayamvaara was designed in a way that only Arjuna could win Draupadi. This Era was also the time when 
one Era was giving way to a new Era. This was an Era when Polygamy and Polyandri both existed. This is an 
Era when there is also ‘Niyuktya santaan’ and even ‘Kanin putra’ (that is child born in fathers place). This was 
also considered ‘Dharma sangat’. In this Era the philosophy of the ‘Rishi’ is different from that of the ‘Raja’s’, 
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both these philosophies are coexisting in the Mahabharata. Thus there should be no surprise ‘Bahu - patitva’ 
existed, which is believed to be existing even today in certain parts of the country. The question here is not of 
its morality as per current context, but of accepting the tradition that prevailed in the society of that Era, and 
understanding the characters from that perspective.

Now the situation is that even though Arjuna won Draupadi, Bheema says that it was he who encourages 
Arjuna to fight, as otherwise the other kings would have taken up the challenge, and also Draupadi, away from 
Arjuna. So he too has a claim over Draupadi. So Bheem tells his mother Kunti that ‘we have brought Draupadi 
to you’. Now Yudhishtera, being the eldest, had to marry before the younger brother Arjuna. The principle 
states that, the younger sibling cannot marry if the innocent and able elder brother or sister is unmarried. Then 
Sahdev and Nakul, if left out will feel sidelined as stepbrothers. Yudhishtira feels this is unjust and agrees that 
they too be partners in this, and so all five are to marry Draupadi. All this discussion happens in the presence of 
Rishis like Vyas, Dhomya, Krishna and many other ‘dharmatmas’ (learned persons), who justify this as ‘dharm 
sangat’ or ‘ acceptable conduct’. Draupadi too accepts this because this also fulfils her goal, which was to take 
revenge of the insult to her father by Dronacharya.

As per the Mahabharata, though Draupadi is to spend one year with each husband in rotation, her relationship 
with each is different. She is subservient to Yudhishtira, he being like a lord to her, while Bheema is subservient 
to Draupadi, being ready to do all her bidding. Arjuna is her real friend and lover. With Nakula and Sahdeva, 
she shows ‘vatsalya bhava’, motherly affection. So with each she has a different level of relationship and thus 
she has no difficulty with the situation,

Though Draupadi is subservient to Yudhishtira, but she does not hesitate to raise her voice against him. Once, 
while in the forest, she argues and chides him saying what good is his ‘dharma’ when the evil Duryodhana is 
enjoying the benefits of a king, and he and his brothers are suffering in the forest. Yudhishtira tells her that just 
as the Himalaya, though it does not give him anything and yet he likes it, similarly he is devoted to God without 
expecting anything from him. He tells her of his selfless devotion to God in which he accepts everything God 
gives him and he is ready to live whichever way God wants him to be, because his devotion to ‘dharma’ is 
with no expectations. As you read the Mahabharata, at so many points you will be annoyed that Yudhishtira 
keeps calling Duryodhana his brother even though he knows Duryodhana treats him like an enemy, is immoral 
and keeps plotting against them. Yudhishtira is a character who does not want power but only ‘Dharma’ or 
(righteousness). 

Besides Draupadi even Bheema does not hesitate to raise his voice against Yudhishtira. In fact, at one point 
Bheema also tells his brothers that none of you want kingdom and he is the only one hankering for power, so 
let us take at least five areas and rule. This he says when Krishna is going as an envoy to negotiate peace. 

When Krishna is leaving as an peace envoy Draupadi is worried and asks him ‘my friend what will happen?’ he 
replies ‘ Don’t worry friend, the sinners will be punished and war will happen’. Though he is going to negotiate 
peace, he assures her of the war that will punish and kill the ‘adharmais’. Here too Draupadi emerges as the 
embodiment of ‘shakti’, which you may call as representative of Durga, Mother Power or anything. She stands 
out as a ‘Tejaswini nari’ or a woman reflecting extraordinary inner strength and power who will not be cowed 
down by anyone’s words or be defeated by anyone. She remains focused towards fulfilling her ‘sankalp’ or 
vow. This vow can be fulfilled only by the war.

There have been attempts to denigrate her character. For instance, she is supposed to be fascinated by 
‘Karna’. If she had the any attraction towards Karna, then she would not have called him a ‘sudra putra’ and 
intervened to stop him from participating in her Swayamvaar ceremony. Also Karna is not a friend of Krishna 
but of Duryodhana, which is not acceptable to her. Even Kunti does not accept this. 
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When Krishna is leaving for negotiation and asks her if she has any message for her sons, she tells him to 
inform her son Yudhistira that she has not given birth to him to please his enemies. Kunti narrates the story of 
a mother whose son runs away from his enemy. The mother chides the son that ‘ kshatrani’ or Rajput mother 
gives birth to a son who should not love his enemy but go and fight them, even if one has to be killed doing 
so. Kunti explains that whatever the Era, if the King does ‘satkarma’ and establish ‘dharma’ (protects righteous 
and justice) then it is ‘satayug’ but if he fails to do so than it is ‘kalyug’. If Yudhistira does not fight and win to 
become the king he will not be able to establish ‘dharma’ (righteousness or the rule of law). 

Both Draupadi and Kunti want Yudhistira to establish ‘dharma’ and so both stresses that war has to be fought 
for this objective.  Amartya Sen opines that Krishna, in the Geeta, says that war should be fought so that many 
people may be killed. But if persons, who are ‘protecting adharma’ or injustice, are not killed then there will be 
no one left to ‘establish dharma’.  Bheeshma had to be killed because he was protecting Duryodhana. To kill 
Duryidhana Bhesshma had to be killed. Kunti has the same thinking as Draupadi’s. Kunti is living in Hastinapura 
even though she knows she is in enemy land and her life is in constant danger. She wants that Yudhishtira 
should fight for his rights, regain his kingdom and take Kunti back to his kingdom with valor. These women like 
Draupadi and Kunti are strong iron women who stand up for dharma. These and such other characters in the 
Mahabharata cannot be assessed by ordinary parameters or principles. 
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The Panchala Exhibition at IIC and Dilli 
Haat craft Mela & Panchala Exhibition, 
which began on 16th morning became a 
hub of hectic activities on 17th. 

The Exhibition at IIC was a Journey 
to Panchala Desha , through Maps & 
Inscriptions & images, to understand its 
politicalstatus from ancient times till date.

At Dilli Haat, there were stalls displaying 
garments & products of Zardozi and Block 
Printing. These are two significant crafts of 
Panchala area. There were other stalls also 
to promote women artist and entrepreneurs. 
For instance, the Himachali women 
were selling hand-knitted wollen shawls, 
swearters, gloves, scocks & caps, Fashion 
Entrepreneur Heena was showcasing her 
latest designs, Kantha sarees and stoles 
were being sold by artists & women of West 
Bengal, Madhubani painting by women 

Shri K.K. Mittal, Adl. Secy., Ministry of Culture and other Dignitaries at the 
Exhibition at IIC, New Delhi

Exhibition through Maps

Exhibition and Craft Mela was visited by Hon’ble Culture Minister, GOI and 
other dignitaries

Block printed products from Panchal region

of Bihar and Patta-chitra painting by women of Montu artist’s 
family. An Exhibition on two Capital cities of Panchala i.e. 
Kampilya and Ahichahtra was also displayed through artistic 
prism display stands. An impressive entry gate with the sinages 
of Panchala MahaUtsav attracted much attention. The main 
entry of the Dilli haat premises had a very interesting replica of 
Arjuna in action, piercing the eye of the revolving fish. The Craft 
and Exhibition continued till 19th Dec 2013.

Day 3: Exhibition - A Journey to Panchala  
through Maps
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Ancient Panchala

Panchala area was the culmination of Indian intellectualism. It was a land of Philosopher Kings and learning 
that created synergies between Spiritualism, Materialism and ‘Purshartha’ got relevance. Upanishads, 
Ayurveda, Kamasutra and many works of eternal knowledge originated from here. It was also a land of 
protests; Draupadi’s protest against injustice–Aruni Uddalika protest against Karamkanda.

Map: R.C. Majumdar, Publisher: Bharatiya Vidya Mandir, The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication. Graphics 
Shri S.K. Sharma ASI.

Knowledge content: Prof U.P. Arora, JNU., Dr B.R. Mani, ADG ASI, GOI
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Huen Tsang’s visit

Chinese Traveler visited Panchala region and documents its prosperity and significance. 

Map: R.C. Majumdar, Publisher: Bharatiya Vidya Mandir, The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication. Graphics 
Shri S.K. Sharma ASI.

Knowledge content: Prof U.P.Arora, JNU., Dr B.R. Mani, ADG ASI, GOI
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Trade and Route Trade in Ancient India

This passes through Panchala region, showing its political and economic importance.

Map: Moti Chandra. The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication

Knowledge content: Prof U.P. Arora, JNU., Dr B.R. Mani, ADG ASI, GOI
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Gupta age

Ahichchetra Bukhti (Panchal Area) was a province of the geographical area of Aryavarta –Madhya Desha of 
Samudra Gupta. A prominent king was Achutya who was defeated by Samudra Gupta.

Map: R.C. Majumdar, Publisher: Bharatiya Vidya Mandir, The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication. Graphics 
Shri S.K. Sharma ASI.

Knowledge content: Prof U.P. Arora, JNU., Dr B.R. Mani, ADG ASI, GOI
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Pala & Pratiharas

After the Gupta era Panchala was independent and around 10th century three main power centers existed 
with Kannauj as the capital. It was tripletite struggle between Palas, Rajputanas and Pratiharas in which 
Pratiharas dominated. Harsh was a Prominent ruler at Kannauj.

Map: R.C. Majumdar, Publisher: Bharatiya Vidya Mandir, The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication. 
Graphics Shri S.K. Sharma ASI.

Knowledge content: Prof U.P.Arora, JNU., Dr B.R.Mani, ADG ASI, GOI
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Medieval India

Also known as Medieval – Katihar: In this period Panchala region was dominated by rulers known as 
Katihariyan. Centre of power were Badaun and Sambhal region. During Akbar’s time Panchala area came 
under the rule of the Mughals.

Map: R.C. Majumdar, Publisher: Bharatiya Vidya Mandir, The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication

Knowledge content: Prof U.P.Arora, JNU., Dr B.R.Mani, ADG ASI, GOI
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British Era

Panchal was geographically in the United Provinces region of the Gangetic & Terai areas. 

Map: Vintage Art and Ads,1941, Lithography Vintage, Graphics Shri S.K.Sharma 
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Current position of Panchala

The main areas of erstwhile Panchala fall in the Doab areas of Uttar Pradesh and some areas of Uttarakhand. 
Districts of Farrulhabad (Kampil), Bareilly (Ahichetra), Kannauj, Badauin, Kanpur, Eta Etawah etc

Map: ASI. The Panchals & their capital city Ahichchetra B.C. Law, ASI Publication, Graphics Shri S.K.Sharma ASI.

Knowledge content: Prof U.P. Arora, JNU., Dr B.R. Mani, ADG ASI, GOI

Boundry of Panchala
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Chief Guest, Adl Secretary Min of Culture, Shri K.K.Mittal, being welcomed 
& felicitated by Draupadi Trust

Shri K.K. Mittal, Adl Sec Min of Culture delivering the Inaugural Address of 
the Seminar Significance of Panchala

Prof U.P. Arora, JNU, delivering the Theme Address. On Dias are Dr. B.R. 
Mani, ADG ASI GOI & Shri K.N.Dishit former ADG ASI GOI presenting his 
paper on Panchala Archaeology.

On 18th we scheduled 2 programs at IIC, a Seminar 
and a Poetry session, both on topics of Panchala and 
Panchali.

The day long Seminar’s topic was Significance of 
Panchala – National & International 

The speakers were carefully selected from renowned 
scholars of ASI & Departments f Ancient History from 
Universities of Lucknow, Rohilkhand, Delhi & JNU. 

The program was inaugurated by Adl Secretary 
Culture Govt of India, Shri K.K.Mittal, and important 
Speakers were 

Dr. B.R. Mani, ADG ASI GOI, delivering the Key note address.

l Dr B.R. Mani, (ADG ASI GOI)
l Shri K.N. Dikshit, (Former ADG ASI GOI)                                       
l Dr Bhuwan Vikram, (SA ASI, GOI)
l Prof U.P. Arora, JNU
l Prof A.K. Sinha, Rohilkhand University, UP
l Dr Ved Vati Vaidik, Delhi University
l Dr I.R.Diwedi, Lal Bhadur Shashtri Sanskrit Univ 

New Delhi
l Shri I.K.Dubey, Coin Collector 

The audience participation was of a very high standard, 
and the presentations by Speakers were very enriching. 

Day 4: Seminar

Significance of Panchal: National & International 
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Each Speaker drew attentive participation and many questions. It showed how interested people were in 
knowing more about Panchala. It also brought out many wrong notions that even some scholars had about 
the location and contribution of Panchala Desha . While Dr.B.R.Mani spoke about the Archaeological aspects, 
Prof U.P.Arora highlighted various aspects like the Polity, Sciences and International relations of Panchala in 
ancient times. Shri Bhuwan Vikram made a ppt presentation on the Arts, Sculptures & Antiquities of Ahichetra 
region, Prof A.K.Sinha presented the contribution of Panchala in synergizing Materialism & Spiritualism. Dr 
Vedvati Vaidics explanation of the Upanishads and the contribution of Panchala in giving Upanishads to the 
world were very well explained. Dr I.R.Diwedi also spoke on Upanishads and also highlighted how Upanishad is 
created. Though Shri Dubey was the last speaker, he his actual an actual rare Panchala Coin which excited the 
scholars and his paper was as interesting, adding a lot of value to the program. The whole days deliberations 
were very enriching enhancing knowledge and interest in the subject to such an extent that many requested a 
two day international seminar on Panchala.

Scholars and participants at the Seminar. Dr Vedvadi Vaidik, speaker on Upanishads, sharing her views with other scholars.

Home of five Vedic tribes, 
The Krivis, Turvasas, Kesins, Srinjayas and Soma-kas.

l l l

Confederation of five sons of King Bhramyasev – 
Mudgal, Vardish, Sarnjay, Yavinagar, Kampilya.
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Good morning distinguished scholars, friends and officials from the ASI. It gives me great pleasure to inaugurate 
the Seminar on Significance of Panchala: National & International, organized by the Draupadi Trust. I also 
congratulate Draupadi Trust for completing 10 years and dedicating this to the Panchala region. I thank them 
for inviting me.

I learn that this 5 day “Panchal-Desha MahaUtsav” is to celebrate the rich cultural heritage of the Panchala 
region, through Folk Performances’, Crafts, Exhibition, Seminars and Kavita ki Shaam. It is a good way to create 
awareness of the cultural legacy of an important region, and showcase the History, Archaeology, Literature, 
Culture of Panchala area.

Though a lot of work is being done by ASI on various protected ancient sites, but Panchala as a separate unit 
has not been taken up so far by us. A prominent publication of Archaeological Survey of India was Panchala 
and their capital city Ahichchetra, by B.C.Law gives information of how Panchala was one of the most powerful 
Janapada of ancient times. 

As per B.C.Law, Cunningham may be right in suggesting that the great kingdom of Panchala as a whole 
extended from the Himalaya’s to the Chambal River. 

The north Panchala embraced the whole of Rohilkhand to the north of the Ganga while the south Panchala 
included the upper half of the doab between the Ganga and Yamuna. The name of Panchala as a distinct 
kingdom became well known when Brahmans of different Vedas was compiled. The name of Panchala often 
forming a dual group with Kuru comes before us prominently in the Pali Nikaya list of sixteen mahajanapadas, 
in some of the pre-Buddhistic Upanishads, Aranyakas and Brahmans and even in some of the recensions of 
the Yajur-Veda 

The Ministry of Culture recognises the importance of the Cultural Heritage of these regions and is doing its 
best to explore and preserve them. All organizations have their limitations and more initiatives outside of ASI 
are very welcome. It is very heartening to note the work of NGO’s like Draupadi Trust for moving in synergy 
with us to promote our valuable civilization knowledge. sConsidering the important findings from Ahichechetra, 
and the international significance of Kampilya, it is worth considering the feasibility of Panchala as a focused 
region for deeper exploration and documentation. 

I congratulate and commend Draupadi Trust for their consistent efforts to highlight the work of archaeologists 
and scholars on ancient India culture, history and philosophy. 

The Panchala region is also traditionally credited with Upanishadic knowledge. As per the Farrukhabad 
Gazzetier Kampilya, the Vedic city and capital of South Panchaala-Desha is the auspicious land of Panchali or 
Draupadi’s birth .The Trust’s focus on the socio-cultural aspects of women are also noteworthy, as women are 
the custodians of our cultural heritage. 

 I wish all success for this Seminar and the Panchala MahaUtsava. I wish them success now and always, and 
like Arjuna may they achieve their objectives with focused determination. I extend my good wishes and thank 
the organizers for inviting me to be a part of this historical program.

Address of Chief Guest 

Significance of Panchala Desha

Shri K.K.Mittal, Addl Secretary, Ministry of Culture, GOI 
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I would like to begin with a personal note about Miss Neera Misra, Chairperson of 
the Draupadi Trust, who has organized the Pañchāla Mahotsava, of which the present 
Seminar is a part.

About ten years ago the Vice Chancellor of Shobhit University, Meerut had invited me 
to deliver a lecture on the much-debated issue of ‘Aryan Invasion of India’. Since I was 
not keeping well, I politely regretted my inability to go over to Meerut and deliver the 
talk. He persisted over and over again and finally I had to yield. I do not know how 
Neeraji came into the picture but it was she who took me to Meerut and looked after 
me during my stay there. That was my first meeting with her.  

Since then she has consulted me on various occasions, for example when she organized 
an International seminar in November2010 on ‘How Deep are the Roots of Indian Civilization: An Archaeological and 
Historical Perspective’ and again when she organized another International seminar, namely on the Mahābhārata. 
Both these seminars were very successful and she promptly published the proceedings of the former seminar and those 
of the latter are almost ready to be printed.

But what I am going to tell you now is indeed amazing. While the November 2010-seminar was in progress, Neeraji’s 
father passed away. She did not tell anybody about it and kept on looking after everything as usual. It was only two 
days later when I had invited the participants to a dinner at my place that I came to know about this sad event. Neeraji 
did come to the dinner party but did not eat anything. It was only after persistent enquiries that she disclosed what 
had really happened. I am sure if I were in her position I would have collapsed and asked someone else to look after the 
seminar. All this shows what a great person Neeraji is.

Her role model is Draupadī who in spite of all the trial and tribulations, stood up with courage against all odds and 
achieved her objective. Perhaps it may be of interest for the audience to know that Neeraji does come from the home 
town of Draupadī, viz, Kampil in District Farrukkhabad of Uttar Pradesh. 

I would now like to move on to a debate about the role of Draupadī in the Mahābhārata story. According one view 
she was the ‘cause’ of the Mahābhārata War, while another view holds her to be a ‘victim’ of the Mahābhārata events. 
According to the usually held view, it was her laugher at Duryodhana when he stumbled in a pool that incensed him and 
he vowed to take revenge, which ultimately took shape of the Mahābhārata War. But an in-depth study of the various 
versions of the Mahābhārata text reveals that the episode of Draupadī’s laughter at Duryodhana occurs only in some of 
them and not in all. Thus, it is still a matter of debate whether Draupadī was really the cause of the war or it was the 
ingrained jealousy of the Kauravas against the Pāṇḍavas that was at the root of the war.

Anyway, while the role of Draupadī does remain a matter of debate, there is a much greater debate, namely about the 
historicity of the Mahābhārata itself.         

There are two extremely divergent views about the historicity of the Mahābhārata. To the faithful, everything mentioned 
in the epic is true to the very letter, whereas the sceptic holds that it is nothing more than a mere figment of imagination. 
How, then, can one ascertain the truth? It is here that archaeology comes to our rescue. 

(Read by Dr. B.R. Mani)

Inaugural Address by Professor B. B. Lal

Significance of Panchala Desha
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An important point to note is that all the sites associated with the Mahābhārata story, such as Hastināpura, the capital 
of the Kauravas, Mathurā where Lord Kr̩is̩n̩a was born or Kuruks̩etra where the War was fought, continue to bear the 
same name even to this day. 

Thus, in 1951-52 I carried out excavations at Hastināpura, the key-site in the story, situated on the bank of the Gaṅgā, in 
Meerut district of Uttar Pradesh. Here I encountered in the lower levels a settlement distinguished by a characteristic 
pottery called the Painted Grey Ware which, on the basis of C-14 method of dating, is assignable to circa 1100-800 BCE. 
This PGW Culture has since been discovered at all the Mahābhārata sites, without any exception  – a feature which 
binds them together. 

However, this togetherness alone does not prove the historicity of the Mahābhārata. But the excavations at Hastināpura 
threw up some very crucial evidence. Around 800 BCE a heavy flood in the Gaṅgā destroyed a considerable portion of 
the Painted Grey Ware settlement at the site. This unique archaeological evidence is duly corroborated by the Vāyu 
Purāṇa which states:

Gaṅgayāpahr̩ite tasminnagare Nāgasāhvaye
Tyaktvā Nichks̩ur nagaram Kauśāmbyām sa nivatsyati

“When the city of Hastināpura is carried away by the Gaṅgā, Nichakṣu will abandon it and dwell in Kauśāmbī.” 

This statement about the shifting of the capital from Hastināpura to Kauśāmbī is duly corroborated by the fact that the 
first settlement at Kauśāmbī commenced with the kind of degenerated Painted Grey Ware which had begun to appear 
at Hastināpura at the time of its destruction by the flood. 

According to the Purāṇas, Nichak̩su during whose rule the flood took place, around 800 BCE, was the fifth ruler from 
Pariks̩it who ascended the throne of Hastināpura after the Mahābhārata War. The archaeological evidence would thus 
indicate that the War took place around 900 BCE. 

The Vāyu Purān̩a then goes on to give a list of rulers of Kauśāmbī, amongst whom there was Udayana who is known to 
have been a contemporary of Buddha. Since Buddha died in 487 BCE, Udayana may be taken to have ruled around 500 
BCE. Back from him to Pariks̩it there were 24 rulers. An exercise done to calculate the duration of reign per ruler, taking 
into account of the all the known dynasties of India from the Mauryas to the Mughals, gives us an average of 14 years – 
which may be rounded off to 15 years. This would place the War around 860 BCE (15x 24=360 + 500 = 860 BCE). In other 
words, the literary evidence too places the War around 900 BCE. 

Thus, the combined evidence of archaeology and literature duly establishes that the Mahābhārata is not a figment of 
imagination but has a basis in historical reality. At the same time, it must be remembered that the epic underwent 
eleven-time inflation: from an initial Jaya of 8,800 verses to Bhārata of 24,000 verses, finally ending up in 100,000 verses, 
the present Mahābhārata. All efforts made by scholars have so far failed to separate the wheat (i.e. the original text) 
from the chaff (subsequent accretions). But let not the precious wheat be thrown away along with the chaff.  

With these few words relating to the historicity of the Mahābhārata, I have great pleasure in inaugurating the seminar 
dealing with the significance of Pañchāla which played a very important role in the story of that epic.

Thanks for your patient hearing.

Significance of Panchala Desha Professor B. B. Lal
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The country of ancient Panchala in India, which was bound by the river Gomti in the East, Yamuna in the West, Chambal 
in the South and approaching Himalayan foot hills in the North, had acquired considerable significance during the Later 
Vedic Period. The confederation of five ruling class - Krivis, Turvashas, Keshins, Srinjayas, and Somakas the Panchala 
in fact became the matrix’ of Later Vedic Civilization. The region is significant in understanding the formative period 
of Indian Culture. The period beginning with the Later Vedic Age witnessed not only the process of state formation 
that culminated in the growth of the Magadhan Empire, but it also witnessed a process of proliferation of crafts, guilds 
and Varna-Jatis. According to the Shatapatha Brahamana (XIII 5.4 7-8) the Brahmins who had settled in different parts 
of Panchala and were being patronized by its Kings were to be counted not by hundreds but by many thousands. At 
another place the same text records, “Speech sounds higher among the Kuru-Panchala”- the speech denoting the 
recitation of Vedic texts. The scholars of Panchala were famous throughout India. It was from Panchala region that the 
sage Yajnavalkya was invited in the kingdom of Mithila to enlighten King Janaka on various philosophical problems. In 
the development of Upnisadic philosophy Pravahana Jaivali, Pratardan, Gargyayana and Uddalaka of Panchala had made 
significant contributions. In fact it was in this region that during the Later Vedic period the Indian life and thought had 
assumed the form which had followed ever since. There is a story in the Kathakasamhita which reports a debate between 
Vaka Dalbhya from Panchala and Dhratrastra Vaichitravirya from Kuru. This contest between the two indicates that 
whereas the Panchalas had soon realized the futility of sacrifices and were engaged in philosophical discussions, their 
neighbour Kurus were continuing their faith in rituals and sacrifices. The love for reason in the region of Panchala did 
not confine to philosophy only. They were pioneers in the domain of Natural Science also.

Uddalaka Aruni of Pañchala who could not presumably be later than the 8th or 7th B.C. took the step from the magico 
mythological view of the scriptures to a naturalistic understanding of the nature. He postulated the original cause of 
the universe the primeval being (Sat), ignoring thereby the word Brahaman (identified with sprit) - which was greatly 
in vogue in the general intellectual climate to which he belonged. He proceeded to sketch a view of the evolution or 
development of everything in nature ultimately from the primeval being or Sat with a dynamism or motion inherent 
in it. What strikes us as most remarkable about his procedure is that practicaIy at every step of this sketch, he drew 
upon empirical data or facts of direct observation, already censored by the priest class. Toyanbee believes that Indian 
civilization reached at its culmination during the Later vedic Period, when the centre of activities were Kuru and 
Panchala. 

From archaeological point of view the region of Panchala is very rich. The extensive remains of Ahichhatra (Bareilly 
district) the capital town of Northern Panchala and Kampilya (Farrukhabad district), the capital city of Southern 
Panchala reveal major historical cultures of India, associated with Painted Grey ware and Northern Black Polishe d 
ware. Ahichhatra has also been one of the richest sites in India from the point of view of the total yield of terracottas. 
Some of the masterpieces of terracotta art are from Ahichhatra. In fact the classification made of the terracotta human 
figurines from Ahichhatra on grounds of style and to some extent stratigraphy became a model for determining the 
stratigraphy of subsequent excavations at other sites in the Ganga Valley. On the basis of the existing material, the 
archaeology of the region helps us to get an idea of the cultural sequence from the beginning of the second millennium 
B.C. up to 11th C.A.D.

In the 6th C.B.C. the Panchala was among one of the sixteenth Mahajanapadas of India. The experiment in non-
monarchical form of Government in Panchala was soon engulfed in the growing Magadhan imperialism first under the 
Nandas and the then under the Mauryas.

Panchala: The Formation of Indian Culture

                                       Prof. Udai Prakash Arora, JNU Polity, Trade & History of Panchala
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Significance of Panchala Desha Prof. Udai Prakash Arora

The fall of the Mauryan Empire saw the emergence of numerous small and independent states in the whole Ganga 
Valley. It saw a remarkable revival in the fortunes of Panchala which once again came to occupy a very significant 
position in the history of North India. Panchala emerges at this time as one of the strongest powers in India. About 
25 kings who have ruled during this period have left behind thousands of coins. During the period between the fall of 
Mauryas and the rise of the Guptas, the Panchalas had two phases of power-first the Pre-Kushana phase i.e. from C. 150 
B.C. to A.D. 125 and secondly a short period of fifty years after the fall of the Kushanas, which ended in C.A.D. 350 when 
Panachala was assimilated in the Gupta Empire by Samudragupta.

Under the Guptas Ahichhatra was one of the provinces into which the Gupta Empire was divided. The material evidence 
during the Gupta period at Ahichhatra does not give the impression that it was a large and prosperous centrer like the 
preceding phase. The monuments under the Guptas are mainly religious indicating that Ahichhatra had then become 
mainly a religious center.

The amalgamation of several religious and popular beliefs may be observed throughout the history of Panchala in ancient 
India. In addition to being associated with the activities of Paravahan Jaivali, Gargayana, Uddalaka etc. responsible for 
giving a distinctive touch to the later Vedic thought, the region was also a prominent centre of popular beliefs such as 
the cult of Nagas, Yaksas and Vetalas. The Jain Tirthamkara Parshvanath is said to have attained Kaivalya at Ahichhatra. 
The city was also influenced by Buddha and his followers. The remains of Buddhist monasteries at Ahichhatra are quite 
extensive. The echoes of the Bhagvatas and the Saivas at Ahichhatra can still be seen in the towering monuments of a 
massive temple, which is the most imposing structure at the site.

After the death of Harsha the region falls under anarchy and confusion. In the second quarter of 8th C. the district 
was included in the kingdom of Yashovarman (725-52 A.D.) of Kannauj and after him the Ayudha kings also of Kannauj 
became the masters of the district for several decades. With the rise of power of the Gurjar Pratihars in the 9th C., 
Panchala came under their sway. It continued under their subordination till the end of the 10th C.

After the fall of the Gurjar Pratiharas, Panchala ceases to remain a flourishing cultural center. The seat of the royal 
power was shifted from Ahichhatra to Vodamayuta or modern Budaun as the irrefutable evidence of Rashtrakuta Chief 
Lakhanpal’s inscription would have us believe.

Antiquity:
Prominent in the Pali Nikaya list of 16 Maha 
Jamajanapadas & Pre-Budhistic Upanishads.
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Indian archaeology, today, has to choose between so many extremes that it is difficult 
to say what the scenario would be like, say after quarter of a century. The past, with 
its miraculous archaeological achievements with emphasis on study of ceramics and 
material culture should have paved the way to a greater understanding of Tradition and 
archaeology, but far from it, it has devised new ways and means to a more complicated 
chronological framework. Fortunately, some of the fresh investigative studies in recent 
times indicate the evolution and developments of early settlements in northern 
South Asia and provide evidence on rise of civilizations emerging from the Neolithic 
farming communities through chalcolithic cultures. In this process the settlements 
in groups can be indentified located within pockets of geo-political boundaries which 
are comparable to the Vedic janas which definitely came into existence in the third 

millennium BCE and were transformed into janapadas and mahajanapadas towards the end of the second millennium 
BCE or the beginning of the first millennium BCE, much before their normally accepted period of the sixth century BCE 
by which time they had been fully established with various urban centers.

The early Vedic principalities were mostly ruled by the Kings of different kshatriya clans and other tribes. The battle 
of the ten Kings dasarajna is described in various hymns of Rigveda and illustrates the political rivalry among the clans 
to get supremacy. Although many of the ten kings had their common origin of the lunar race, but the five principal 
clans under Puru, Yadu, Turvasa, Anu and Druhyu alongwith five lesser known ones Alina, Paktha, Bhalanas, Siva and 
Vishanin formed a confederacy to fight against Sudasa who was a Bharata King of the Tritsu family. In the fierce and 
decisive battle on the Parushni (Ravi), the Bharatas emerged victorious and the confederacy was utterly destroyed. 
Bharatas consolidated their empire over Brahmavartta. On the banks of Yamuna Sudasa defeated another confederacy 
of non-Vedic tribes of Ajas, Sigrus and Yakshus who were united under King Bheda. They were also met with the same 
fate and were uprouted. It is believed that by establishing political power and uniting various clans in the northern 
South Asia under one empire the Bharatas gave their name to the whole country.

The Bharatas gained superiority over other clans and attained supremacy in the following periods of history which 
though shrouded in mystery still indicate their continued predominance in the Saptasindhu region and upto Kuru-
Panchala area in the Madhyadesa.The Purus had ruled on either side of the Saraswati and their King of Purukutsa was 
conqueror of the dasas. The amalgamation of Tritsus Bharatas and Purus in later Vedic period is indicated in the rule 
of the Kurus. Krivis were connected with the Kurus who originally ruled between Sindhu (Indus) and Asikni (Chenab) 
and later moved to the east across Yamuna to the land of Panchala. The Satapatha Brahamana asserts that Krivi was the 
older name of the Panchalas (XIII.5.4.7).

The latest reasearches indicate close association of Vedic culture with the Harappan and Chalcolithic cultures of northern 
south Asia. This is also based on the material culture, flora and fauna and area of activities in both the civilization/
cultures. The time span of about 2000 to 2500 years is quite possible for emergence and growth of archaeological 
evidence of Harappans from Pre-Harappan onwards and literary and dynastic history of developments connected with 
Vedic Culture. Tradition and archaeology, thus provide valuable source material for understanding the protohistoric 
developments.

So far the archaeological evidence of early Panchala is concerned, five major city sites have been excavated in the 
past which have all revealed the cultures existing in the middle of the 2nd millennium BCE although their scientific 

Historical and Archaeological Significance  
of Ancient Panchala

Dr B.R. Mani
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dates require to be reconfirmed through more samples. The sites are Ahichchhatra, Kampilya, Kanauj, Atranjikhera 
and Sankisa which have been identified with five major city sites of Panchala which existed during the period of the 
great epics and whose cultural traditions continued in the historical period. Four important ceramic traditions are 
associated with the early levels at these sites which are ochre coloured pottery, black- and-red ware, black slipped ware 
and Painted Grey Ware besides associated red ware.

It is significant to mention here that during the last one decade archaeologists have come across new and earlier 
C14 dates of the levels associated with the Northern Black Polished Ware or NBPW. The earlier dates of NBPW and 
associated levels go back to the end of the 2nd millennium BCE as revealed from Ayodhya, Jhusi, Rajdhani, Agiabir, 
Juaffardih and Vaishali in India and Gotihwa in Nepal. OCP is definitely found in the levels earlier than those of NBPW 
and PGW and black-and-red ware or black slipped ware are sometimes found in earlier deposits and sometimes with 
NBPW. The levels of NBPW are extremely rich in material culture having burnt brick structures, silver and copper 
coins, artistic terracotta figurines, variety of house hold objects and ornaments and thus represent the climax of urban 
civilization. The early dates of C14 determinations from NBPW levels push back the beginning of urbanization around 
1000 BCE or a little earlier which is nearly 500 years older than the conventionally believed era of around 600 BCE. Thus 
Pre-NBPW ceramic tradition in Panchala region indicates the culture which could be associated with the later Vedic 
and epic period.

Panchala remained the centre of Vedic religion, philosophy and rituals throughout the history. Pravahaņa Jābāli, 
the king of Panchala was a great scholar of Upanishadas and was himself a Brahmavettā. The land had always been 
fertile, peaceful and full of wealth. It is believed that many of the Brahmanas, Aranyakas, Samhitas and Upanishadas 
were composed in the region which frequently mention Panchala. Vātsyāyana had simplified a Kāmaśastra which was 
written by Babhravya, a resident of Panchala and which contained 7 divisions with 150 chapters. Different recitation 
styles of Vedic pātha were conceived in Panchala by Gālava according to the Mahabharata which indicates that the 
high standards of recitation and pronouncements were outcome of scholarly atmosphere of learning in the region. 
In the Kavyālamkāra Pānchālī is considered as one of the three styles “Sa tridhā Vaidarbhī Gaudiyā Pāňchālī Cheti” as 
mentioned by Yāska. Āchārya Vātsyāyana praises the character of the people by saying “Veśyābhireva na sansrijyate 
Ahichchhatrikah” which shows the high moral value prevalent amongst the residents of Panchala. The region became 
famous for association of Pārśvanātha with Ahichchhatra and the Buddha with Sānkāśya (Sankisa) and the place of 
origin of the Kānyakubja Brāhmanas. Besides sculptures, terracotta art had also developed in Panchala to its climax in 
the early historic times. They are found in abundance from Ahichchhatra, Sankisa, Katinghra and many other sites with 
high degree of technical execution pointing towards development of crafts in this affluent region which had witnessed 
all round development in arts, crafts, science, technology, literature and religion.

Significance of Panchala Desha Dr B.R. Mani

Both, Panchala and Kampilya figure in 
Yajur-Veda Yajur-Veda Samhitas (Vedic index, I, 149) 

and the Brahmans.
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Materialism and spiritualism have, generally, been taken as the opposite poles having 
no connection with each other with the result that ‘Spiritual India’ has, allegedly, 
been thought to have deliberately destroyed all traces of materialistic philosophy, viz. 
Lokayata,1 with an aim to establish the unquestionable dominance of spiritualism that 
made the letter a defining characteristic of Indian Culture and Indian Philosophy of 
life2 with great emphasis on sannyasa, vairagya and aparigraha etc. as the primary means 
to attain moksa, the summum bonum of human life. But, as we have seen elsewhere, 
such a simple generalization about the nature and character of Indian culture and 
its philosophy of life creates more confusions than removing the same for a proper 
understanding of the former. Indian Culture or any human culture, can only be known 
in its real nature through a proper understanding of its Value-System owing to the 

fact that a Culture is nothing but a totality of Values developed through a historical process of value-seeking3 and in 
the case of Indian Culture this Value-System is the Purusartha-Catustaya that presents the worldly values like artha and 
kama together with moksa as the spiritual or transcendental value4 and dharma as a bridge combining the two. 5 Thus, 
spiritualism or transcendentalism is, undoubtedly, the highest or ultimate value in Indian philosophy of life yet-Artha 
and Kama are also high and higher values and definitely not the disvalues to be avoided. A sense of progression from 
the lowest level of consciousness to the highest stage of the same plays the role of the linking chain in the different 
‘realisations’ (that cause a value emerge and) which has very clearly been exhibited in the ‘Pancakosa theory’ of Taittiriya 
Upanisad6 Indian Culture therefore, dovelops a systematic and consistent pattern of values that gives due space to each 
from the lowest biological to the highest spiritual or transcendal values of life in a wholistic framework which makes 
it unnecessary to sacrifice one value for the sake of the other. 7 It rather makes an emphasis on attaining each and 
every value in accordance with the time and space and the age and the mentality of the attainer and to train one for 
developing such mentality Asrama System was introduced in Indian scheme of life.8 Maintaining balance between the 
temporal or empirical and the spiritual or transcendental attainments is the right approach to realise Indian culture 
in its spirit and with this approach the present paper makes an attempt to highlight the materialistic traits of Pancala 
which as the ‘cradle of Indian civilization’ has, automatically, been regarded a land of high spiritualism owing to the 
fact that a sizable part of the Upanisadic literature is thought to have been composed here9 and also that the great 
spiritualist philosopher Yajnavalkya belonged to this very region. 10 This may be taken as representing the ‘mood’ and 
‘mind’ of the Pancala and the Pancalas.

I

A discussion on Materialistic traits presupposes, at least, a general understanding regarding materialism as a school 
of philosophy which, without any doubt, is a school of philosophy that establishes the primacy of matter over the idea 
and declaes  the former as the first constituent cause of the Creation. 11 Considering Nature as the primary and also the 
ultimate source of each and everything and treating man as a part of it for whom the highest end of life lies in fulfilling 
his natural urges, this school of thought recognizes maximum sensuous pleasures and enjoyment as the one and the 
only objective of human life that can be achieved through maximum worldly or empirical objects called ‘Vibhahva’. This 
opens a specific branch of materialism called Hedonism, the other branches being Naturalism, Realism, Empiricism, 
and Atomism and so on. 12 Thus sensuous pleasures and pleasurable objects achieve the highest importance in this 
school of philosophy which have been conceptulised in the nations of Kama and Artha in ancient Indian Value-Tradition 
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developed in the later days. Again, these two have, collectively, been denoted by the term preya in the Kathopanisad13 
though a sense or spirit of Dharma can not be fully eliminated from it14 that provides a space for the development of the 
idea of ‘trivarga’ in the form of a trio of Dharma. Artha and Kama although a materialist would, definitely, not allow any 
role of dharma in his ideology. The materialistic traits of Pancala may, thus, be traced in these notions that smell sense 
of worldly pleasures as the pivotal point.

 

II

The spiritualistic personality of Pancala is, automatically, established in its close association with the Upanisads and 
its great spiritualistic philosophers like Pravahana Javali and Yajnavalkya etc. who, especially the latter, have been 
considered as the champions of Spiritualistic Philosophy in Indian Traditions. It is, therefore, not necessary to touch 
this point in the present paper which intends to trace the development of materialistic ideas that formed a trait of their 
own in the historical and cultural personality of Pancala which came into existence through an amalgamation of five 
Rgvedic Janas, viz., Krvi, Kesin, Srnjaya, Somaka and Turvasu in some early days of early vedic period15 when the process 
of transformation of Janas into Janapadas had started on account of the changing political and economic circumstances 
for various historical reasons. The historical antiquity of Pancala, thus, goes to the early Vedic period with the Krvis16 
who are said to have lived on the bank of Asikni (Chenab) river17 yet the significance of Pancala appeared in the first 
half of the later vedic period when high ritualism and sacrificialism had superseded all other facets of life and Yajna 
was considered to be the only means to fulfil any desire.18 The later vedic texts numerously refer to the Pancala and the 
Pancalas in connection with the sacrificial activites. Several references to Pancala rulers, namely, Kraiva Pancala, Sona 
Satrasaha, Durmukha and Dustaritu Paumsayana etc. have been made in the later Vedic texts for performing Asvamedha, 
Rajasuya and other sacrifices more than once. 19 Mention of Srnjaya Saplan in one of the later vedic texts is also very 
important on account of his having achieved expertise in the science of rituals.20 If Satapath Barahmana declares the 
recitation of the vedic mentras in the Pancala as the best, 21 in the Srautasutras of Latyayana and Sankhyayana this region 
has been credited for the best performance of vedic rituals. 22 The significance of Pancala did increase in the second half 
of the later vedic period also that witnessed an age of high intellectual development advocating a type of symbolism23 
and, thus, declaring the physical performance of sacrifices as unnecessary. 24 This brought these sacrifices to a mental 
plane by developing the notions of antaryajna and manoyajna in the Arayanka25 texts and then in a further advancement 
of this process supremacy of knowledge in the form of Brahmaidya was established over the rituals26 that brought all 
meaningfulness of sacrifices into question for they were now not considered capable for taking one to his ultimate end27 
considered as moksa which was nothing but a realization of inseparability of Atmam and Brahman, the individual self and 
the Universal Self respectively28 and   Pancala again took a lead in making this process a fruitful one as is evident from 
the various references to Pravahana Jaivali, Gargyayana, Pratardana, Caikitayana, Uddalaka Aruni, Svetaketu and Yajnavalkya 
etc. who all belonged, some or the other way, to Pancala29 and had contributed a lot in developing Pancala a high centre 
of vedic culture called Brahmarsidesa and ‘Aryavarta’ in Indian literature and traditions in the later days. 30 This is 
important to note here that some of the above mentioned personalities who made themselves experts in those areas 
of knowledge, viz., ritualism and also spiritualism or transcendentatism, which, traditionally, were considered as the 
areas of Brahmana’s monopoly were Ksatriya. 31 By his spiritual discourse delivered for the Brahmana sages Svetaketu and 
Uddalaka Aruni, Pravahana Jaivali, 32 the King of Pancala, testified the Pancala’s approach of considering merit and not the 
birth to be more important and this all indicates towards the versatile and progressive mentality of the people of this 
mentally fertile region that never hesitated in rejecting anything if it could not convince it nor in accepting anything 
new if it rationally convinced them. It had no blind faith for anything only because the traditions spoke so and such a 
progressive mentality, 33 we think, is a prerequisite for developing a materialistic philosophy which Pancala did evolve 
despite its high spiritualistic reputation. 34 
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III

The history of Indian materialism begins with the history of Indian philosophy itself35 for, as says Stace, “Materialism 
is ingrained in all men. We, Easterners or Westerners, are born materialists.” 36 The traces of materialism in Pancala 
may, therefore, be seen in its earliest Rgvedic days when Krvis, as the earliest Pancalas, had initiated the formation of 
Pancala through an amalgamation with four other Janas, viz., Kesin, Srnjaya, Somaka and Turvasu, that seems to have been 
finalized some times in the last phase of the early vedic age or the early phase of the later vedic age. Having a glance 
over the values and culture of the early vedic age one realizes that people of those days had great interest in worldly 
possessions as is clearly evident from the Rgvedic mantras and the prayers to gods in which desires for wealth, cow, sons 
and other empirical objects have been expressed37 and the gods are requested to fulfil these desires. Initially war was the 
prime means to achieve these objects as the requirements of life and hence victory in war was mostly desired for which 
in addition to the strength and valour, the pleasure of gods was also required. 38 One is reminded here of King Sudas 
of the famous ten-king war mentioned in the early passages of the Rgveda. 39 This war was fought on the bank of river 
Parusni (Ravi) in which Sudas defeated his group of enemies and succeeded in capturing the water-resource of the river 
for agricultural purposes as one infers.40 This Sudas is listed in the list of early Pancala rulers41 and thus his victory over 
his enemies for water resources to be used in agriculture42 may be taken to indicate the artha consciousness of Sudas, 
indirectly of the Pancalas in the antiquity. In this war Vasistha acted as priest to seek divine help through performance 
of sacrifices in favour of Sudas and this led the development of a ritual and sacrificial culture in the later days.43 War 
and Yajna were thus taken as means to worldly prosperity for those pleasure-seeking people having artha and kama of 
the later days, as the values of life and here we find the inignorable traces of Pancala’s materialism when we read in 
Brahmana texts about regular military campaigns of the Pancala rulers who in the days of ritual dominance combined 
these campaigns with the performance of great sacrifices like Asvamedha, Rajasuya, Vajapeya, Daksyana and Sautramani 
etc. The fact that Sahadeva Suplan of the Srnjayas of Pancala had learnt the science of rituals is also a point to indicate 
the Pancala’s interest in sacrificial and ritualistic affair and this may indirectly, be taken as an indication towards their 
materialistic cousciousness because, as has been discussed elsewhere, the sacrifices, beyond their religiousity, have also 
been explained as a mechanism of production44 and it brings them close to the materialistic philosophy and indicates, 
though indirectly, towards the materialistic consciousness of the Pancalas. 

Apart from these indirect references to the materialistic trends in Pancala, the much direct and clear cut 
references to it may be seen in one of the various passages of the Chandogya Upanisad45 which mentions of Pravahana 
Jaivali, the King of Pancala, who declared Akas (Sky) as the source of everything, thus’ advocating a material origin of 
the Universe as the basic principle of the materialistic thought. This trand emerges as a sound ideology forming its 
own trait in the philosophies of Gargyayana and his pupil Uddalaka Aruni46 who are said to have belonged to this very 
region and the latter in the Chandogya Upanisad very clearly declared that matter is the first cause of the Universe. He 
has been recognized as the first philosopher of India.47 He propounded his Mantha Doctrine48 which conceived of matter 
as a whole in which all things are mixed up and are infinitely divisible though qualitatively distinct.49 This doctrine 
has been cited in the Asvalayana Ghyasutra as a canonical basis of its rules regarding the practical application of the 
principles of Eugenics.50 As   Shrimali think it is not improbable that the Kamasutra developed in the lines of Uddalaka’s 
Manth Doctrine as Vatsyayana singles out Svetaketu, the son of Uddalaka, as the first human originator of Indian Erotic 
Sciences51 and in the Mahabharata52 he has been recognized as the first institutor of marriage which indirectly seems to 
support the Vatsyayana’s view. At another place in the Chandogya Upanisad Uddalaka says that the earth is the self, the 
essential part of the solar system53 and elsewhere in the same text he designates earth as Anna on which world of life 
depends for sustence.54 But what is of the most importance in this connection is the secular and scientific as the highest 
form of Materialistic approach adopted by Uddalaka during his conversation with his son Svetaketu in his attempt to 
explain the nature of the ultimate stuff of the Universe.55 In this conversation he asks his questions with a series of 
commanplace observations, viz. the clay, the golden ornament and the nail-cutter as an iron objects to clarify his point 
with a series of actual observations on empirical data. 56 But at the top of all this, are the passages in the Chandogya 
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Upanisad which without any doubt present a scientific methodology based on demonstrative experimentation for which 
D.P. Chattopadhyay saying ‘All other considerations apart, it is this methodology of experimental demosnstration that 
entitles him to be recognized as the first nature scientist in global history’ declares him the first scientist of the World.57 
These passages form part of the further dialogue between Uddalaka and Svetaketu in which the former with the help of a 
fig and fig tree and again with the water and the lump of salf tries to teach the latter in an experimentation way about 
the finest essence of the whole World, named anu, as the Reality-the Soul or as Uddalaka calls it sat58 differentiating 
himself from other philosophers of his age who used the word ‘Brahman’ for it. 59 This is important to note here that he 
did not hesitate in using the word ‘Atman’ (or Soul) from the common terminology of his times but what he meant by 
it is nothing more than the earth.60 “What is significant about Uddalaka”, writes Chattopadhyaya, “is that he wanted to 
conceive the basic stuff of the world as consisting of the finest essence, of invisible minute particles, which one comes 
across while dividing a seed of the fig into parts and further subdividing each part, or when one dissolves a lump of 
salf into water, that is in our terminology, when its molecles get separated into invisible entities.” 61 It is because of 
of this that B.M. Barua boldly asserts, “Uddalaka anticipated the atomic theory of Kanada”62 but while for Kanada, like 
Greek atomist Democritus, the atomic hypothesis remained a speculative product after all, Uddalaka took the bold 
step of founding it on definite observation .......... while the other atomists wanted us to imagine the process of cutting 
a thing into a smaller and still smaller parts and argued that it had to stop somewhere (for further Uncuttable or 
atom), Uddalaka seemed to demonstrate this by actually cutting the thing which especially in ancient context, was 
remarkable indeed.63 Much more than his conclusion, it was the methodology he followed that made Uddalaka so 
important. Chattopadhyay, in connection with his salt and water methodology writes, one is tempted to recall here 
the practice of the earlier chemists preparing in their laboratiories some solutions with the uniform distribution of 
the molecules of a dissolved substance, every part of the solution testifying to the presence of the substance before 
our sense organs. 64 But the more important point about Uddalaka is that he was really not satisfied with just dabbling 
with the experimental method, on the contrary, he did formulate its essence in so many words and his formulations 
remained defacto accepted for centuries to come in science.”65 There are various other passages analyzing which the 
scientific approach and methodology adopted by Uddalaka has been established which earned for him the reputation of 
being the first Nature Scientist of the world. He is said to have demonstratively propounded the thesis that the human 
mind (manas) is made of the finest particles of food (anna) cousumed. 66 He is given the credit for explaining rationally 
and naturalistically the special peculiarities of man, namely, life, mind and speech67. 

The materialistic leanings of Pancala may, further be seen is the parsonality and the philosophy of Yajnavalkya 
who according to Satapath Brahmana68 was a pulil of Uddalaka and hence has been taken to be a product of Pancala. 69 
He, undoubtedly, appears as a great spiritualist in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad70 but at the sametime, and in the same 
text, he seems as having, practically, love for worldly pleasure and pleasurable objects which clearly indicates that he 
had, at least, no disliking for the worldly attainments which, very commonly, is expected from a materialist thinker.71 
He had two wives and enough property that he wanted to divide between them before going for pravajya.72 His claim 
for one thousand golden-horned cows in the court of Janak,73 without any doubt, speaks of his intellectual superiority 
over the learned men of his time but at the same time it also indicates his liking for material propersity74 which is the 
primary basis for the existence of any philosophy of materialism. This can again be furthered by his several statements 
in the Brhadaranyaka Upanisad wherein he seems to give importance to desire, will and action in the same manner 
as a materialist would do.75 At one place in this text he defines happiness as when a man desires a woman and a son 
resembling him is born of her, it is happiness. 76 Elsewhere he explains his conception of the enjoyment of the final 
spiritual bliss through the analogy of the ecstasy to a man resulting from an embrace with his wife77 and thus he seems 
to admit the reality and intensity of the climax of sensual enjoyment, a genuine physical experience78 Again in his 
discussion with Sakalya he claims to know the Purusa who, for him, is kamamaya and the deity for this Purusa is woman.79 
In his attempt to develop his doctrine of ‘neti-neti’ while Yajnavalkya seems to expound a thoroughgoing spiritualism 
combining and transcending a number of scholars, viz, Uddalaka, Ajatsatru, Pratardan, Varuna, Dadhyac, Atharvana etc.,80 
he also gives expression to the materialistic doctrine of the complete destruction of consciousness with the bodily 
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death.81 This view is a clear trace of materialism and it is recognized as such later on by Madhvacarya and Silanka the two 
great commentators and compilers of Brahmanical and Jaina traditions respectively who think that Yajnavalkya laid in 
this expression the foundation of materialism. 82 These instances make it clear that Yajnavalkya, despite his spiritual 
idealism had also a strong materialistic liking which83 would have been a result of the influence of his teacher Uddalaka 
on him. The satapath Brahmana84 says that the court of Janak was flocked by thousands of Brahmana scholars from Kuru-
Pancala region and one may infer on the basis of this reference that there were some other materialist thinkers from 
Pancala who would have participated in the Sastrartha in which winner was offered one thousand golden-horned cows. 
This again is an indicative of materialistic trend in Pancala that further continued and we find in later days a sort of 
aesthetic sense developing in this region which would have promoted artistic activities as is proved by a large mumber 
of terracottas, stone images, seals and sealings, figurines and ofher artifects found from various archaeological sites 
situated in this region85 and if Vatsyayana in his Kamasutra86 refers to specifically the sixty four arts of the Pancalas there 
remains no need to emphasise again and again the attitude of the Pancala and the Pancalas towards worldly aspects of 
life which is the backnone of any philosophy of materialism. 

IV

It is clearly evident from the above account that despite being an important centre of spiritualism or transcendentalism, 
in the region of Pancala the importance of the world and worldly life was never ignored. The Pancalas rather adopted 
a practical and realistic approach by making a bridge between the two. It was actually the progressive and dynamic 
mentality of the people of this region that paved the way for searching some tangents between these two opposite poles, 
viz, mundane and supra-mundane by recognising them both as desirable hence valuable and Yajnavalkya emerged as a 
great example to establish this approach that initiated the process through which materialism could achieve the status 
of a philosophical system and the Spiritualistic Pancala could develop its materialistic traits in history. 
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lk{kkRd`r /kekZ _f”k;ksa dh _rEHkjk izKk dh vykSfdd Kku’ksof/k gS mifu”kn~ 

ok³~e;A ;g ok³~e; og izdk’k LrEHk gS ftlus vukfndky ls ekuoiFk dks vkyksfdr 

fd;k gSA bl vk/;kfRed ok³~e; dks dkyt;h czfg~e”B riksfu”B _f”k;ksa] jktf”kZ;ksa] 

nsof”kZ] eqeq{kqvksa vkSj ftKklqvksa us iw.kZro iznku fd;k gSA vkSifu”kfnd rRofpUru ds 

ØkUrn’khZ ,sls oSKkfud Fks ftUgksaus ;kfKd vuq”Bkuksa esa vk;ksftr] fo}RlEesyu#ih 

iz;ksx’kkykvksa esa] laoknksa vkSj f’k”;ksa ij fd;s x, vuqHko#ih iz;ksxksa }kjk fu%l`r 

rRofparu dj lkj fo’o dks lefiZr dj leLr ekuotkfr dks mid`r ,oa vuqx`ghr 

fd;k gSA

mifu”kn~;qx esa oSfnd ;qx ds tu tuinksa dk #i xzg.k dj pqds FksA tu viuh 

?kweUrq o`fRr dks NksM+dj LFkkbZ #i ls clus yxsA rHkh tuinksa dk fodkl vkjaHk gqvkA QyLo#i ftl izns’k esa tu 

fo’ks”k dk lefUuos’k gqvk og izns’k mlh tu dk tuin dgyk;kA tSls i´~pky tu ds lfUuos’k dk tks LFkku fo’ks”k 

Fkk og tuin i´~pky dgyk;kA vr% mifu”kn~ okM~e; esa o’k&m’khuj] dq#iapky] dkf’k&fonsg] dSds;] xa/kkj] eRL;] 

enz] f’kfc vkfn tuinksa dk lanHkZ feyrk gSA

i´~pky izkphu Hkkjr dk ,d tu FkkA _Xosn esa ;s yksx ^fdzfo* uke ls tkus tkrs FksA i´~pky ‘kCn dk ^i´~p* ‘kCn 

fo}kuksa esa fooknkLin jgk gSA _Xosn esa iaptuksa dk lanHkZ feyrk gSA ;s ^iaptu* dkSu Fks] bl fo”k; esa fo}kuksa dk 

oSeR; jgk gSA ,srjs; czkg~e.k ds vuqlkj nsork] euq”; xa/koZ] liZ ,oa fir`x.k ;s ikap lewg iaptu dgykrs FksA lk;.

kkpk;Z ds vfHker esa czkge.k] {kf=;] oS’;] ‘kwnz ,oa fu”kkn ;s ikap o.kZ iaptu FksA ;kLdkpk;Z ds vuqlkj xa/koZ firj] 

nso] vlqj vkSj jk{kl budk gh iaptuksa esa lekos’k gksrk FkkA

ik’pkR; fo}kuksa ds vuqlkj oSfnd iaptuksa esa dsoy vk;Z yksxksa dk lekos’k vfHkiszr gSA vr% vuq] nzg~;q] ;nq] rqoZ’kq ,oa 

iq# bu vk;Ztkfr;ksa dks gh ^iaptu* dguk mi;qDr gksxkA laHkor% bu ikap tkfr;ksa dks gh i´~pky] ;g u;k uke 

izkIr gqvk gksxkA rRi’pkr gh dq# yksxksa dk i´~pky esa lekos’k gksdj dq#&i´~pky uke ls izfl) gqvkA

i´~pky ,d fo’kky tuin FkkA dq# mldk ik’oZorhZ tuin FkkA nksuksa ds ijLij laca/k eS=hiw.kZ FksA ,rnFkZ gh buds 

ukeksa dk tksM+k izfl) gqvkA dq#&i´~pky /keZ ,oa nk’kZfud fparu dk egRoiw.kZ dsUnz FkkA jktf”kZ fonsgjkt tud 

us ^cgqnf{k.kk ;K* dk vuq”Bku fd;k FkkA bu ;kfKd vuq”Bkuksa esa gh fo}RlEesyuksa dk vk;kstu fd;k tkrk FkkA 

jktf”kZ tud us Hkh cgqnf{k.kk ;K ds volj ij tks fo}RlEesyu vk;ksftr fd;k Fkk mlesa dq#ik´~pky ns’k ds ̂ rRoK 

czkge.kksa dks vkeaf=r fd;k FkkA dkj.k fonsg esa vk;Z laLd`fr dk izpkj dq#&ik´~pky ds ckn gh gqvkA jktf”kZ tud 

czgefo|k ds ftKklq Fks vkSj dq# i´~pky ds czkge.k ls bl fo|k dk Kku izkIr dj iwoZ esa bls iYyfor vkSj iqf”ir 

djuk pkgrs FksA czkge.k&xzUFkksa esa of.kZr gS ^okd~* dq#&i´~pky ds e/; esa vofLFkr FkhA ^dq#ik´~pky=k okx/;s”kk*A 

oLrqr% okd~ ‘kCn ls ^ljLorh* vfHkizsr gSA ljLorh unh dk rknkRE; ^okd~* ls gSA ;g unh dq#&i´~pky ds chr esa 

cgrh FkhA vr% ^ljLorh* vkSj ^okd~* ,d nwljs ds i;kZ; cu x;sA

mifu”knh; rRofparu dk iFkfufnZ”V djusokyh vkSj nk’kZfud fl)karksa dks LFkkfir djusokyh _f”k ijEijk esa ̂ i´~pky* 

ns’k ds _f”ko;Z vk#f.k us l`f”V ehekalk esa ̂ lr~* dks ijerRo ekuk gSA ̂ lnso lkSE;nsexz vklhr~*A lr~rRo ds vuos”kd 

mifu”kn fo|k dk dsUnz % i´~pky

osnorh oSfnd, 
,slksf’k,V izksQslj, Jh vjfoUn egkfo|ky; ¼lka/;½, ¼fnYyh fo’ofo|ky;½, ubZ fnYyh&110017
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,oa ^rr~Roefl( egkokD; ds mins”Vk mn~nkyd vk#f.k dk LFkku loksZifj gSA _f”k mn~nkyd vk#f.k ds xq# ^vkiksn 

/kkSE;* us gh ^vk#f.k ik´~pkY;* dk uke ^mn~nkyd* j[kk FkkA vr% v#.k ds iq= gksus ds dkj.k ^vk#f.k* ,oa ^i´~pky* 

tuin ds fuoklh gksus ds dkj.k gh mudk uke vk#f.k ik´~pkY; FkkA

mn~nkyd vk#f.k ds f’k”; egf”kZ ;kKoYD; dks Hkh dfri; fo}ku dq#i´~pky ds fuoklh ekurs FksA czfg~e”B jktf”kZ 

tud ds }kjk bUgsa jktdh; laj{k.k izkIr FkkA dq# i´~pky ds fuoklh dgksy ¼dgksM+dkS”kh rds;½ Hkh egf”kZ mn~nkyd 

vk#f.k ds f’k”; FksA dgksy Hkh jktf”kZ tud ds cgqnf{k.kk ;K esa lfEefyr gq, Fks vkSj egf”kZ ;kKoYd; ls mUgksaus 

laokn Hkh fd;k FkkA

mifu”kn~;qx esa i´~pky ds jktk ^thoy* ds iq= izokg.k tSofy FksA jktf”kZ tSofy i´~pkfXu fo|k ds fo’ks”kK vkSj 

^mnxhFk fo|k* ds osRrk FksA vkSifu”kfnd rRofparu ds iqjks/kk egf”kZ mn~nkyd vk#f.k vkSj us gh muds iq= ‘osrdsrq 

dks ^i´~pkfXu fo|k* dk mins’k fn;k FkkA jktf”kZ tSofy us gh iqutZUe ds fl)kar dks deZ&fl)kar ls tksM+dj bls ,d 

nk’kZfud vH;qixe iznku fd;kA i´~pky ujs’k tSofy i´~pky ifj”kn ds v/;{k FksA i´~pky ds fo}kuksa us fonsgjkt 

tud ds cgqnf{k.kk ;K esa Hkh Hkkx fy;k FkkA egf”kZ mn~nkyd vk#f.k Hkh ml ;K esa lfEefyr gq, FksA i´~pky ujs’k 

izokg.k tSofy vkSj jktf”kZ fonsgjkt tud ledkyhu FksA fonsg esa vk;ZlaLd`fr vkSj v/;kRefo|k ds izpkj izlkj esa 

iwoZ i´~pky ds rRoosRrkvksa vkSj _f”k;ksa dk vHkwriwoZ ;ksxnku jgk gSA vr% ;g dguk ;qfDr laxr izrhr gksrk gS fd 

mifu”kn~ okM~e; esa i´~pky vk/;kfRed fo|k dk vHkwriwoZ dsUnz FkkA

Significance of Panchala Desha Vedvati Vaidik

Older Brahmans testify that the Panchala  
Rulers performed the Ashwamedha & Rajasuya Sacrifices. 

l l l

The Arthashastra of Kautilya mentions Pachalas as a 
ruling clan who represented a Sangha or Oligarchic form of 

government. 
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laiknd

**oSfnd dky dk loksZPp le; gS **mifu’kn~dky** **mifu’kn~dky Hkkjrh; vk’kZeuh’kk 

ds fo”kq}re mPp vk/;kfRed ewY;ksa dh LFkkiuk dk dky gS ftlesa oSfnd lH;rk 

ds chp mits czgek.Mh; Kku dks xq:f”k’; ijaijk ds :Ik esa mifu’kn uke ls dVk 

x;k A mi + fu+ ‘kn~ burhu “kCnksa ds ;ksx ls cuk ;g mifu’kn~ “kCn xq: vkSj f”k’; 

ds chp laiw.kZ :Ik ls vk/;kfRed Lrj ij ,dkdkj gks tkus ds ckn fn;s tkus okys 

vkRekuqHko dk ifjpk;d gSA bl vkys[k esa izks0 f}osnh us mifu’kn~ dky esa ikapky 

ns”k ds ;ksxnku dh ppkZ dh gS A 

**ikapky Hkwfe;k ikapky ns”k Hkjro’kZ dh ifo= rHk HkwHkkx dh e/;oRrhZ Hkwfe gS A fgeky; ls nf{k.k vkSj ;equk ls 

mRrj dh ;g Hkwfe vk;kZorZ ds uke ls iqjk.kksa esa fpfgr gS A iapkuka unhuka vkyoky iwj;fr flapfr ok bfr ikapky% 

vFkkZr~ ikap ifo= ufn;ksa dk ty ftls lhaprk gks og Hkwfe ikapky dgykrh gSa e/;fgeky; ds fnf{k.kh HkwHkkx ls ysdj 

;equk ds mRrj rV rd dh ;g Hkwfe lnk ls Hkkjro’kZ ds mPp oSpkfjd fpUru dh Hkwfe jgh gS vkSj bldk izek.k gS 

mifu’kn lkfgR; rFkk ikSjkf.kd okM.e; _osn ds laxzg ds Ik”pkr~ ;tqosZn ds “kqDy & ;tqosZnh; Hkkx dh lafgrk dk 

ØfedxzFku blh ifo= Hkwfe esa gqvk A v’Vkn”k iqjk.k ,oa egkHkkjr tSlh jpuk;sa blh Hkwfe esa  osn O;kl }kjk jph 

xbZ A okYehfd jkek;.k ds pfjrksa esa ls vusd blh ikapky ns”k ls lac) jgs gSa ,sls esa ge Hkkjrh; lkfgR; ] lH;rk 

vkSj laLd`fr ds fodkl esa ikapky ds ;ksxnku dks js[kkafdr fd;s fcuk dSls jg ldrs gSA 

orZeku iwohZgj;k.kk vEckyk] ikuhir] lksuhir dq:{ks= ls ysdj laiw.kZ if”peh mRrj izns”k] vkSj iwoZ esa y{e.kiqj 

orZeku y[kuÅ vkSj dqN iwohZ tu inksa rd foLrhZ.kZ  ;g xaxk tequk dk mitkÅ nks vkck tks xaxk & ;equk & lj;w 

jkxaxxk vkSj dkyh unh ds  ty ls falafpr gS ikapky dgykrk gS A lgkujiqj] esjB] gfLrukiqj ;equkuxj] fnYyh 

eFkqjk cqyuUn”kgj vyhx<+] cjsyh] jkeiqj] QLZ[kkckn] eSuiqjh] eFkqjk] vkxjk] bVkok] dUukSt dkuiqj] y[kuÅ] jk;cjsyh 

bykgkckn rd dk ;g HkwHkkx vkt Hkh ,d ,slh lkekftd] oSpkfjd] iz”kklfud ] rFkk HkkSxksfyd n{krk j[krk gS fd 

Hkkjr dh jktthfr blh {ks= ds pkjksa rjQ ?kwerh gSA 

**bfrgkliqjk.kkH;ka osna leqic`ag;sr~**

vFkkZFk~ oSfnd vFkksZ dks tkuus ds fy;s bfrgkl ,oa iqjk.kxzUFkksa dks le>ukpkfg;s rHkh osnkFkZ “kq} :Ik esa feyrk gSA  

_Xosn tgka & bea esa xaxs ;equs “krnzq-** bR;kfn ea=ks ls ;gka dh ufn;ksa dk ifjp; nsrk gS ogha NkUnksX; mifu’kn~ 

bl ikapkyns”k dks bfrgkl iqjk.k dh Hkwfe crkrk gS A  oLrqr% ;tqosZn defu’b fo”o dh lajpuk dk osn gS A _Xosn 

dh lafgrk;sa tgka eksgu tksnjks] gjIikdkyhu Hkkjr esa fodflr gks jgss lekt esa izkd`frd “kfDr;ksa vkSj  nSoh; fopkjksa 

dh laink dks lrfrnksa ds Li esa lajf{kr dj jgs Fks ogha _Xosn dh lafgrk ds mRrjoRrhZ dky esa iw.kfodflr oSfnd 

laLd`fr “kSu% “kSus% deZ dh egUrk] ekuotkfr ds iq:’kkFkZ dh izcyrk ] mldh vnEn ftthfo’kk dks igpkuus yxh Fkh 

vkSj mPp oSpkfjd psruk dh O;kogkfjd  LR;ka ds LkkFk mls vuqxafQr djus yxh Fkh blh dk ifj.kke Fkk ;tqosZn A 

;r~ vkSj tw% vFkkZr fLFkjpsru rRo tw% vkSj ;r~ vFkkZr fujUrj xfr”khy izd`frRo ds la;ksx ls fu’iUu gksrs bl txr~~ 

mifu’kn~dky vkSj Kku Hkwfe ikapky

izks0 bPNkjkef}osnh, 
nhu vkWo~ QSdYVh lkfrR; ,oa laLd`fr] Jh yk0 c0 “kk0 laLd`r] fo|kihB] ubZ fnYyh A 
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dks Bhd Bhd le>us vkSj bls laiw.kZ ftxr~ dks lHkh psru/kehZ izkf.k;ksa ds fuokl ;ksX; cuk;s j[kus ds fy;s oSpkfjd 

,oa izkd`frd fu;eska dks ijLij laxfEQr dj tks ea= lafgrk ,d= dh xbZ og ;tqosZn ds uke ls gesa miyC/k gqbZ 

A bldk eyk/kkj ;K dks Lohdkj fd;k x;k A ;k dh bl O;oLFkk esa nks ewy fopkj /kkjk;sa izLQqfVr gqbZ ,d Kkuk 

J;h “kk[kk tks “kqDy ;tqosZn ds uke ls tkuh tkrh gS vkSj nwljh d`..kk  ;tqosZn  “kk[kk tks f=oxZ lk/ku ds fy;s /

keZ& vFkZ & dke ds lao/kZu ds fy;s tkuh tkrh jgh gSA nksuksa gh “kk[kkvksa ds fpUrdks ,oa fopkj dksa us vius vius 

Kku fl)Urksa dh Hkhekalk ds fy;s mifu’knksa dh jpuk dh A 

bZ”k] dsu] dB] eq.Md] ek.MwD; iz”u ] ,srjs; rSfRrjh;] NkUnksX; ,oa c`gnkj.; dks’k fuin~ tSls egRoiw.kZ mifju’kn~ 

fodflr oSfnd lH;rk ds dky esa jps x;s ;g ,d fufoZokn RkF; gSA vkSj bu mifu’knksa esa ls vusd mifu’kn~ ikapky 

ns”k dh Hkfe ij jps  x;s ;g ,d “kk”or lR; gS A 

bZ”kkokL;ksifu’kn izFke mifu’kn gS tks bl Hkwfe ij jpk x;k A bZ”kkokL;ksifu’kn~ dh fopkj /kkjk ikapky ds fpUru 

dk loksZRre mnkgj.k gSA osn dgrk gS gs czge.kh osfnrdks** czge ds vFkkZr~ izfr{k.k ifjofrZr gksrs bl fo”o ds nksuksa 

Lo:iks dks tkuuk pkfg;s A bZ”kkokL; dgrk gS & fo|kapSc vfo|kX; ;Lrn~osnkse;alg

vfoLo;ke`R;arhRokZ fo|;ke`re”uqrs AA

bZ”kkokL; cM+s gh Li’V “kCnks esa dgrk gS fd fo|k& vfo|k] laewfr & vla ewfr nksuksa dks tkuuk vko”;d gS vkSj 

blh ekuo thou esa tkuuk vko”;d gS D;ksafd ;g “kjhj HLeh Hkwr gksus okyk gS eLekUra bna “kjhje~ A vr% d`raLej 

tks dqN dj jgks gks tks dqN fd;k gS mls ;kn j[kuk ÅW d`rks Lej vkSj ml vius d`r deZ es tks dqN ;K Hkouk ls 

fd;k gS loZtufgrk; loZtu lq[kk; fd;k gS mls ;kn j[kukA bZ”kkokL;ksifu’kn~ dh jpuk xaxk rV dh jpuk gSA

Bhd blh rjg NkUnksX;ks ifu’kn mRrj ikapky vkSj dks”ky ns”k ds lhekorhZ LFky jpk x;k mifu’kn~ gS D;ks fd 

mldk izfr ik| fo’k; bu nksuksa LFkuksa ij fodflr fopkjksa dk izfrfuf/kRo djrk gS A iz”uksifu’kn~ esa Hkh ikapky dh 

oSpkfjd laink ls lai`Dr iz”ukas dk  cgq/kk vkfLrRo feyrk gS A 

mifu’kn~ ys[ku dh ;g ijaijk iqjk.kdkyhu Hkkjro’kZ esa cMh+ yksdkfiz; jgh vkSj ijoRrhZ dky esa laiznk;;uqjks/k ls 

mlds mifu’kn~ jps x;sA vc rd yxHkx 158 mifu’kn~ xzUFk izkIrgS A buesa ls vusd ikapky ns”k dh /kjksgj  gS A  

bl lwpukRed vkys[k esa ikapky ds Kku Hk.Mkj dh vkSifu’kfnd lwpuk;sa nsus dk ;g iz;kl gS A bl fo’k; esa xEHkhj 

fpUru dh vko”drk gS ftlls ikapky ns”kdh fopkj laink dks izdk”k esa yk;ka tk lds A

MITRA coins of Panchala - An Archaeological Treasure
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Expression of Art at Ahichhatra

Dr. Bhuvan Vikrama, Superintending Archaeologist, Archaeological Survey of India

Making a modest beginning as a self supported rustic settlement, Ahichhatra 
gradually grew into a large city with a rich artistic tradition. Artistic expressions are 
usually guided and shaped by the society and its evolving concepts and developing 
beliefs and Ahichhatra has so far produced plenty of examples to approve it. Role the 
royal patronage plays in the development and growth of art and architecture is also 
clearly discernible at Ahichhatra. The study of art at Ahichhatra stresses upon the 
need to reassess and re-interpret afresh the idioms of art that changed and evolved 
over the centuries under the influence of cultural, social and religious forces. Terms 
like Mauryan art, Sunga art, Kushan art, Gupta art etc. do not purport the spontaneity 
of the artistic expressions rather they tend to pronounce the deliberate effort at the 
change of the dynastic rule.

The present paper intends to highlight the growth and development of art at the settlement of Ahichhatra as a process 
which continues with gradual changes and modification.

Pioneer in Art and Architecture

The site showcases development of an early city with variety of art and architecture. Here the gradual development and 
gradual change over of art style can be seen in plastic art too. In this small paper it would not be possible to incorporate 
all the stages of growth of art as evidenced at Ahichhatra in any greater detail. However, an attempt is made here to 
bring out some of the significant developments in the art at this site.

First artistic expressions are reflected in the form of paintings on the pottery during the Painted Grey ware period. The 
motifs on the PGW pots occur in black pigment and patterns are largely made with lines, dashes or dots in a variety of 46 
combinations1. The design occurring both on the inner and outer surface are in black or occasionally in deep chocolate. 
The selection of grey as background for the black pigment and its continuation for such a long time speaks of the deep-
rooted and well-reasoned preference given to the combination by the society over the similar patterns in black over 
the common red back ground, a combination which was so prevalent in the Harappean period. It becomes all the more 
important to mention here because it is all the more difficult to achieve the grey colour in terracotta and it is definitely 
an improvement on technology of the Harappans. Similarly the beads that the PGW period yields at most of the sites 
in carnelian in truncated bi-pyramidal shape are also important in establishing the standardization. The Painted Grey 
ware period being spread over several centuries also shows gradual development which can for convenience be divided 
into three phases early, middle and late. The period in early phase does show only linear patterns no indication of flora 
or fauna is found in these patterns on pottery. However, in the middle phase of the same period some specimens of 
figurines of birds and animals have also been found but so far no human figurine is found from Ahichhatra or for that 
matter from any other site. In both the forms crisp precision is evidenced in brush strokes as well as in incised patterns. 
Even the terracotta discs show their artistic flair. A whistle capable of playing four distinct notes found from the middle 
phase could be a kind of signaling instrument.

In the late phase of PGW when the settlement has grown significantly and influx of NBPW is also witnessed, some 
changes in the expression of art are also noticed. Terracotta figurines of human and animal in grey with black paint 
appear along with others in red. Female human figurines are neither as realistic nor as numerous as those of the animal 
figurines. 
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A noteworthy find from this period is a terracotta 
figurine of an elephant in grey colour. It is a pot 
based figurine of a majestic elephant, long tusks, 
trunk raised, a lug handle attached to its head 
and back with a small perforation on its back. 
Through the perforation in the back water can 
be filled inside the belly which comes out of the 
trunk when tilted. This richly decorated figurine 
reminds of the elephants associated with ‘Gaja-
Lakshmi’ or for some oblation. (Fig. 1)

Elephant appears to be the most favourite animal 
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Fig. 1 – pot based elephant figurine

Fig. 2 – The Mystique object Fig. 3 – gold foil depicting shiva parivaar

for making figurines and bull comes second, though other animals represented are ram, horse, etc. a good number of 
the animal figurines were perhaps meant to be wheeled around as toys  but many did not had any provisions for 
attaching wheels. They were of static kind meant to be kept at some place.

The Master craftsmen of the Mitra Panchal Period created another magnificent and most mystique kind of object 
which is hard to interpret. One can only marvel over it. It is a composite figure which plays with imagination of the 
onlooker. With its form and features carved on it, one can see 18 different creatures. (Fig. 2)

Apart from these pieces of social art early origins of Brahmanical divinities is evidenced at the site. The unique find 
from the mid Mitra Panchal Period (2nd – 1st century BCE levels) is a small gold foil with images of a turbaned man 
casually holding a trident in his left hand while the right palm rests softly on his chest and on his left is standing a 
turbaned lady with a lunate attached to her turban and holding a child in her left hand while in the right perhaps holds 
a snake. If the special attributes of the lady are considered then the depiction could be treated as those of Shiva-Parvati 
with Kartikeya. (Fig. 3) 

Even in terracotta there are few figurines that reflect religious themes. The pot-based seated image of a female with 
rigid hands holding a cup in left and a banana shaped object in the right is interesting and appears to be the Indian 
counter part of the ‘Ardoksho’ of the Greek influenced Gandhar2.  The two very interesting figurines called grotesque3  
by VS Agarwala – one – depicting a skin headed male with fisted hands placed close to chest and shoulder like boxers 
and in the other one – depicting similar man with hands close to abdomen like wrestlers. These are numerous in 
numbers and along with them the numerous elephant figurines do remind of the Mushtik, Chanur and Kuvalayapida 
the elephant related to Krishna’s visit to Mathura. Further, brahmanical deities like Sun, Agni, Indra, Phalguni, etc. are 
seen on the Mitra Panchal coins. 
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Beginning of Temple Architecture

The architecture of the site was also impressive and leaves little doubt for its being one of the pioneer in the development 
of temple architecture. Unfortunately the text books on temple architecture seldom mention Ahichhatra. 

Mitra Panchal coins not only bear testimony to the anthropomorphic forms of brahmanical deities but also perhaps 
to the insipient temple structures. The deities, anthropomorphic or symbolic, are depicted standing or placed on a 
pedestal and enclosed within some sort of structure. (Fig. 4)  
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Domestic or secular architecture had no specific 
style of construction however, large public 
structures at the site had impressive architecture 
which leaves little doubt for its being one of 
the pioneers in the development of temple 
architecture. In the mid Mitra Panchal period 
small or large square and apsidal temples have 
been found. These temples also had images in 
terracotta is evidenced by the find of pedestal 
part of the images. Fig. 4 – structures depicted on coins of Mitra Panchal period

Fig. 5 – Temple 1 & Temple 2

In the featureless plain where natural prominences were not so easily available the ancient town planners devised to 
raise the plinth of their structures by adding terraced platforms, but due to the non-availability of stones it was to be 
achieved through kiln baked bricks. They therefore adopted box foundation pattern for their large public architecture 
where they required height. A chequered pattern was constructed and inner squares were raised gradually to the 
required heights to make terraces. The compartments so created were filled with mud to pave the floor.4  Even the 
additional brick work of the earthen rampart is a series of boxes with the infill of mud and earth.5

The two large pyramidal structures designated as Temple-1  and Temple-2 (Fig. 5) consist of only terraced plinth with 
no trace of temple spire. Temple-1 rises to a height of 20 m and Temple-2 to about 10 m from the general ground 
level. Temple – 1 was excavated in during the years 1940-44 while Temple – 2 had seen the light of day in 1880s under 
the supervision of Fuhrer. These structures have been constructed by creating boxes of burnt bricks and filling them 
with earth and sealed with 2 or 3 courses of flat 
bricks. The grid of boxes rises from the bottom 
and continues in stepped fashion to the top 
where only the central portion rises to support 
the superstructure. It was a new technique to gain 
height, stability and strength together for raising 
lofty superstructure. These are primarily solid 
structures with provisions of flight of steps to 
reach the top. This style appears to have become 
popular in the Ganga Valley, in Nepal and also in 
the South East Asia. Anatomically these temples 
appear to share affinity with the Ziggurats and also 
with the temples of Mayans and Aztecs, however, 
no generic relationship be drawn between the 
two. Perhaps the style developed out of the 
need to attain height at a place where natural 
prominence was not available. VS Agarwal was 
the first to define the structural characteristics of 
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this temple as of Eduka style. The Eduka style apparently conforms to the architecture of the ziggurats of the ancient 
Sumer. He also refers to a variant in the form of jaruka, which to him appears to be a Sanskritised form of ziggurat.6

Studies at Ahichhatra are still going on but the results so far deduced are indicative of continuity in the gradually 
evolving expressions in art with no sudden transition of form and style which makes it difficult to define a change 
in terms of dynastic period which may lead to confusion. Plastic art seems to have been continuously evolving and 
patronized by the contemporary society along with ever changing idioms.
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The Gargi-Samhita composed in the 2nd or 3rd century A. D.
alludes to a Greek (Yavana) invasion of Saketa,  
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Panchala and its Capitals, in the 7th century A. D.
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Coin of an Unknown King Damagupta1

Dr Om Prakash Lal Srivastava, Ex. Registering Officer Allahabad (U P)

A coin of Damagupta found from Ahichchhatra, the capital of Panchala is being published for the first time. The details 
about the coin are given below:

Metal: Copper:  Shape: Round, Size: diam: 1 cm,    Weight: 1,400 gm.    

Obverse:   Legend  (Da)  magutasa  in Brahmi characters of circa 2nd Century B.C. Indradhwaja and the third symbol of 
Panchala coins are shown horizontally.  Indradhwaja is depicted above the, and the third symbol is depicted below the 
legend. 

Reverse: Completely blurred.

Here, it may be mentioned that a coin of Damagupta was by K.D. Bajpai (Ref 1) with the legend Damagutasa and three 
symbols of Panchala coins on the obverse and three spoked wheel with taurine symbol on the reverse. Such type of 
coins are referred by K.M. Shrimali also. (Ref: 2)

Thus, the coin under discussion is different from the known coins of Damagupta bearing the three Panchala symbols. 
Indradhwaja is a new symbol for this region. No other Panchala coin has been reported with this symbol so far. The 
depiction of only third symbol of Panchala coins indicates that the present coin was minted earlier when three symbols 
were not introduced together. Thus, coins referred by Bajpai and Shrimali containing three symbols belong to different 
category. 

Hence, we may suggest that there might be two rulers named Damagupta I and Damagupta II as Agnimitra I, Agnimitra 
II, Indramitra I and Indramitra II had been identified already by the author ( Ref:3)  in Panchala region on the basis 
of symbols found on their coins. Thus, Damagupta I was the ruler who adopted only the third symbol of Panchala 
coins with Indradhwaja and  Damagupta II was the rular who adopted  three Panchala symbols on his coins. In this 
connection, it is notable that Bajpai (Ref: 4)  referred a coin of Damagupta  kept in Allahabad Museum bearing only the 
third symbol of Panchala coins and Shrimali (Ref:5) also informs about a clay sealing of Damagupta with the depiction 
of this symbol only. Though, he has not published the photograph of this sealing. However, it explicitly supports the 
theory that Damagupta who used only third symbol of Panchala coins was a different and earlier ruler then that ruler 
bearing the same name i.e. Damagupta who was adopted three Panchala symbols on his coins. 

Here, it may also be suggested that  two rulers bearing the same name i.e. Vangapala were ruling in Panchala region. 
They may be identified as Vangapala I and Vangapala II. We know that a clay sealing (Ref: 6)  of Vangapala with third 
symbol of Panchala coins is kept in Archaeological Museum Jhajjar, Haryana. Coins (Ref:7) Vangapala bearing the 
legend Vagapalasa with three symbols have been published earlier also. Thus, it may be argued that the coins or sealing 
bearing only third symbol of Panchala coins were belonging to Vangapala I and those coins bearing three Panchala 
symbols were issued by Vangapala II. The same was with the case of Damagupta I and Damagupta II.
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Counter – Struck Coin of Damagupta:  
Anew Appraisal

Dr Om Prakash Lal Srivastava, Ex. Registering Officer Allahabad (U P)

A coin was published by M.B.L.Dar (Ref 1) bearing the legend Tagapalasa below the usual 
three symbols of Panchala coins and a faint half Chakra on left side on the one side and 
other side contains the legend Damagutasa below the three Panchala symbols. This coin 
has been counter – stuck and because of the counter – strucking  the coin bears the 
legend Tagapalasa and Damagutasa both which created a confusion among the scholars. 
The legend Tagapalasa was corrected as Vagapalasa later on by R.B.K.N. Dikshit as cited 
by V.S.Agrawala. (Ref 2). K.D.Bajpai (Ref 3) presumed that this coin of Vangapala was 
counter- struck by Damagupta. K.M.Shrimali (Ref 4) has also published this type of coin. 
He proposes these coins as joint – issues of Vangapala and Damagupta. Shrimali (Ref 5) 
concludes that in beginning Vangapala and Damagupta ruled jointly. Soon after they issued coins separately and finally 
Vangapala over- ruled Damagupta. In support of his view Shrimali refers a coin (Ref 6) of Damagupta counter –struck 
by Vangapala kept in Ashmolean Museum.

It may be pointed out that Vangapala counter struck this particular coin of Damagupta with the legend Vagapalasa 
and three usual symbols of Panchala coins on its obverse. The impression of counter- struck is clearly visible on the 
coin. There may be the symbol on its reverse which is found on the reverse of Vangapala’s coins, though it is not clear 
in the photograph published by Shrimali. Although, Chakra found on the reverse of the Damagupta’s coins is visible 
there. It may be pointed out that the name of Vangapala with three symbols on observe of his coins is found on the 
reverse of Damagupta;s coins which were published by Dar and Shrimali. But, symbols and the legend of obverse of the 
Vangapala’s cons are found on the obverse of Damagupta’s coin which is kept in Ashmolean Museum.

Her. It is especially notable that Damagupta and Vangapala issued coins separately for their kingdom and both depicted 
three Panchala symbols with the legend Damagutasa and Vagapalasa (Ref 8) respectively. But the third symbol of 
Panchala coins is placed as the first symbol of the obverse of Damagupta’s coins, while three Panchala symbols are 
found in ususal order of coins of Vangapala. It indicates that Damgupta issued coins when order of three symbols was 
not decided and Vangapala’s coins are of that period when these symbols were used in a particular sequence. It is also 
notable that the order of symbols of Damagupta;s coins is not found on any coin of Vangapala and Damagupta did not 
follow the order of Vangapala’s coins also. 

Thus, it is clear that Damagupta was earlier than Vangapala and he can’t be the contemporary of the later king. Hence, 
on the basis of the facts given, it is very clear that Bajpai presumption that Damagupta counter struck the coin of 
Vangapala, is not acceptable. In the same one can not agree with the arguments of Shrimali regarding their joint-issues 
and ruling separately in the same period and region. The name of Vangapala with symbols adopted by him depicted on 
Damagupta’s coin indicates that Vangapala counter struck the coins of Damagupta. It was not because of the supremacy 
of Vangapala over Damgupta, as Shrimali suggests. It was done by Vangapala for re-circulation of Damagupta’s coins 
in his own time. 
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Unique coin of Panchala

Shri H.M. Dubey, Coin Collector, Bhopal

The Buddhist and Jain writings are primarily devoted to their religious ideas rather 
than the narration of political events, but there is a short narration about sixteen great 
powers (Solasa Mahajanpadas) which must have existed in the last seventh or sixth 
century BC, as the list provided in the oldest Buddhist Writing “ Anguttra Nikaya”

Anga, Assaka, Avanti, cedi-ceti, Gandhara, Kashi, Kosala, Kamboja, Kuru, Magadha, 
Malla, Maccha-Matsya, Pancalla-Panchala, Sursena, Varsha-Vasta and Vajji.

Panchala was one of the sixteen Mahajanapadas. According to Mahabharata, it was 
from the Himalayas to the Bank of Chambal River in MP. But the Ganga River divided it 
into two divisions, Northern part with the capital of ‘Ahichatra’ (presently in Barreilly 
Distt. UP) southern part with the capital of ‘Kampilya’ (Presently near Badaun,  Dist. 
Farrukhabad UP).

Historical, Archaeological materials such as Terracotta’s potteries and sculptures, inscription, seals and sealing, beads 
and coins etc. were mostly founded in Ahichatra, Aonla and Budaun in U.P.

The seniority serial of the kings of Panchala dynasty could not be identified so far by the learned numismatic and 
historian, due to non- availability of any base. However oldest king Dummukha (Durmukha) is credited with conquests 
in all directions.

As per cooper coins of Panchala, which has been explored so far, only twenty two kings’ names could come more in the 
history of India.

Damagupta, Jayagupta, Rudragupta, Vangapala, Visvapala, Yajnapala or Yagyapala, Vasusena, Agnimitra, Anumitra, 
Ayumitra, Brihaspatimitra, Bhanumitra, Bhumimitra, Dhruvmitra, Indramitra, Jayamitra, Phalgumimitra, Prajapatimitra, 
Suryamitra, Vishnumitra Varunamitra and Bhadraghosh.

The Panchala coins generally bears the three symbols in a line with the same serial with its below the ruler’s name. 
Other side bears the figure of god or goddess, whose name also, resembles with the name of the ruler. For example – 
Surya or Sun on the coins of suryamitra, and Bhanumitra, Yagyavedica on the coins of Yagyapala, and the battleaxe 
trident (Ayudh Trisul) of Shiva on the coins of Rudragupta. But the coin of Prajapatimitra differs because it bears the 
only first symbol (out of three) with the first three letters of his name and the rest letters given on the second line. 
Some coin also had been explored with the name of Achyu on one side and Chakra on the other side. This chakra also, 
resembles with the chakra which has coin also adds to the history of the Naga’s. Name of Achyu also found in the 
prasastipatra at Allahabad of Samudragupta. h\Hence the history of Achyu also adds in the Gupta’s history. Some coins 
of Achyu also explored in which ‘Pri’ has been used in place of Achyu.
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Some coins bear the figures of god or goddess in the human figure. 

One coin is with us, as per details given here.

Metal – mixed of many metals

Shape – Round

Weight – 13.11 gm

Thickness – 0.5 cm

Circle area – 2.3 cm

Oversea – Phalgunimitra in a Brahmi lipi has been written from 10 o’ clock to 8 o’ clock and its right side third type 
symbol ( out of three symbols, whose meaning or purpose of use, yet to be identified ) used reversely and on its right 
side, a figure of god or goddess

has been used in a human figure. The whole figure is repousse in a square area. The third type symbol used in this coin 
also differs with the usual third type symbol,

it appears like a figure of Nandi and the other figure may be of Shiva who is standing near it.

Reverse – One temple has been shown on the right bank of the river and on its right side a chaitya tree in railing has 
been used. A road approach to the temple also has been shown. The whole figure is in the whole round area of the 
coin.

In my view, this is a new type coin, which requires the more study by learned, numismatics and historians.

Significance of Panchala Desha Shri H.M. Dubey
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Ancient Panchala region covers a vast land of Uttar Pradesh including the districts of Bijnor, Badayun, Bareilly, Rampur, 
Muradabad,  Shahjahanpur, Pilibhit, Etah, Mainpuri, Farrukhabad , Etawah, Kanpur, Kannauj, and Unnao. It was divided 
in two parts as North Panchal with its capital at Ahichchhtra and south Panchal with its capital at Kampil in ancient 
times.

Ahichchhatra (Lat 280 5’ N, Long 790 25’ E) was excavated time to time. General Cunningham surveyed the mounds of 
Ahichchhatra and excavated few mounds in 1862-63. Later in 1888 a Jamindar excavated few trenches on the mound 
and found some stone sculptures on red sand stone as well as carved bricks which are kept in the State Museum, 
Lucknow. Again Archaeological Survey of India excavated it during 1940-44 and ascertained cultures of eight periods 
from 1100 BC. Excavations on the site are going on, which are being conducted by the Agra circle of Archaeological 
Survey of India since last few years.

Kampil (Lat. 20°37’12” N. and Long. 79°16’48” E.) have mounds in two localities: one in Kampil municipal area and other 
in Jijhauta about 8 km distant from it where the Ca, Foscari University of Venice, CNR of Padua and the VAI Sonlus (a 
non-profit association) organized the first field survey “Kampilya Mission” under the direction Bruno Marcolongo and 
Gian G. Phillippi. in 1997 and 1999, At the end of 1999, with the participation of Indian Archaeological Society they 
conducted excavation in Jijhauta and identified a network of ancient mounds around Drupad Kila- the urban web of the 
southern Panchala Kingdom dated from the twelfth Century BC. The mound of Kampil municipal area was excavated 
by Dr. K.K. Sinha of BHU in 1975-76 where I excavated for two field seasons 2010-11 and 2011-12 and established a 
chronological sequence from OCP period to late medieval period. 

The other sites excavated in the region are Sankisa in district Farrukhabad, Ahirua Raharampur, and Siyapur in district 
Kannauj, Sanchankot, Jajmau, Pariyar and Daundiakhera in Unnao, Radhan and Musanagar in Kanpur Dehat, Saipai in 
Etawah, Abhayapur in Pilibhit, Saunphari and Madanapur in Shahjahanpur, Madarpur in Muradabad, Ataranjikhera 
and Jakhera in Etah district.  

The paper highlights the findings from these sites with a concentration on the earliest culture of the region.

Significance of Panchala Desha

Archaeological Excavations in Panchala Region: 
An appraisal

Dr. D.P. Tewari, 
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Excavation & Research: PGW & OCP Culture –
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What makes the region of Panchala so special to the history of human civilization? Scholars have acknowledged 
that certain geographical places in India and the world have for ages benefitted mankind by their contribution to 
the development of the human race—its survival, its culture, its ethics, its intellectual and material attainments. 
Scientifically speaking, to a great extent the environs, the traditions, the cultural outlook and the history of a particular 
region shapes the mind of each generation that inhabits there; and consequently its society emerges with strengthened 
characteristics that become fundamental and peculiar to its nature. Panchala is the land of the brave—physically, 
morally and rationally; the land of the rebels—against orthodoxy, despotism and egotism; the land of tolerant—in 
religious, social and intellectual affairs. The people of Panchala built a culture of assimilation—cultural, social and 
genetic; tradition of freedom—of thought, expression, of action against oppression; and the tradition of supporting 
humanistic ideas, natural diversity and inherent unity—the diversity of opinions and cultures along with the unity of 
life, one God and one humanity.

 PANCHALA—the land of the valiant and victorious: the land of five united RgVedic tribes; the country of the victorious 
king Sudas, who defeated the enemy confederacy of ten kings celebrated as dash-rajnya-yudha in the Rg Veda; the 
home of Panchali Draupadi, the daughter of gallant king Drupada, a sister-devotee of Lord Krishna, the wife of the 
Pandava-heroes, mother of Abhimanyu, sister of brave Drishta-dyumna: the righteous group that emerged victorious 
in the Great Mahabharata War and saved the Truth.

Panchala—the cradle of Vedic thought and Upanishadic philosophy; the centre of intellectuals and learned like Aruni 
Uddalaka and Svetaketu.

Panchala—the sacred land of ancient religions: the tapobhumi of the first Tirthamkara Adinatha and the birth place of 
Tithamkara Parsvanatha; a sacred centre for Chinese pilgrims like Huen-tsang and Fa-hsien who visited here.

Panchala was a prize possession—politically and economically since the days of the Bharatavamshis of Hastinapura. 
Emperors like Samudragupta and Harshavardhana conquered it. Harsha’s Kampilya or Kannauj was the imperial capital 
of India and remained a coveted ‘gem’ of contention in the tripartite struggle between the Pratihara, Palas of Bengal 
and Rashtrakuta of Deccan. Later on, from Mahmud of Ghazni to Lord Warren Hastings and the Oudh Nawabs, the 
region of ancient Panchala remained a prize to be won..

Ancient Panchala cultivated traditions and connected them to the reputation of the land. It was followed and 
strengthened in the days of the Medieval period and Modern period of history. The Katehriya Rajputs and the Rohilas 
lived the tradition of the well assimilated and freedom loving, proud people standing against the empire. The Revolt 
of 1857 serves as the landmark, and no less is the revolutionary example of the martyrs of the Kakori case. All in 
Panchala.

The present paper seeks to explore the above aspects and convince that Panchala created a special significance in 
history, at all times.

Significance of Panchala Desha

The Prestige of Panchala

Abhay Kumar Singh, 
Head, Deptt. of Ancient History and Culture, Hony. Director, Panchala Museum, MJP Rohilkhand University, BAREILLY (UP)
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vks }kjkdk?kh”k !

gka nzkSinh eSa fQj rqEgsa

vkokt ns jgh gwa

ikl vkvksxsa] 

D;k eq>s 
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vkt rks lHkk 
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LkHkh nyks ls 

Hkh’e]

eqag yVdk;s 

mlkal Hkj jgs gSa

nzks.kkpk;Z] 

vc lHkk esa gh 

ugha] cfYd

?kjksa] pkSckjksa

cktkjksa vkSj 

lM+dks ij nkSM+rh

dkjksa esa jkst 

gks jgs gSa 

nzkSifn;kas ds 

lkFk 

cykRdkj A

vks }kjdk?kh”k !

D;k rqEgsa Hkh 

phjgj.k

izks0 bPNkjkef}osnh, 
nhu vkWo~ QSdYVh lkfrR; ,oa laLd`fr] Jh yk0 c0 “kk0 laLd`r] fo|kihB] ubZ fnYyh A 

lqukbZ ugha nsrk 

mudk :nu

mudk phRdkj \

eSa rqEgsa fQj 

vkot ns jgh gwa

ikl vkvksxs \

gka nzkSinh !

esa vkÅaxk 

ij vc rqEgsa 

cpkÅaxk ugha]

txkÅaxk rkfd 

rqe iqdkjks ugh]

lagkjks Lo;a gh 

nq%”kklu dks

rqe D;ksa vkf[kj D;ksa 

Hkwy x;h fd rqe gks 

;kKlsuh] vfXudU;k

rEgkjh nhfIr ls 

fu[kjrk gS rqEgkjk rst 

rqEgkjk :i

rqEgkjs pkSf/k;krs 

:Ik dh /kwi 

fdUrq rqe :Ik dh 

/kwi dks gh laokjrh jgh 

vkSj  ;K dh Tokyk  

tks rqEgkjh tUenk=h Fkh 

mlh dks eu vkaxu ls ckgj 

cqgkjrh jgh A 

blfy,]  

bu uj fi”kkpksa dks 

rqEgkjh vka[kksa esa 

ekndrk rks fn[kh  

papyrk vkSj  

vkea=r.k rks fn[ks 

ij HkLe dj Mkyus okyh 

Tokyk ugha fn[kh A 
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vU;Fkk] ;s  

nq%lkgl u djrs  

rqEgsa Nwus dk   

blfy, eSusa fu”p;   

fd;k gS bl ckj   

eSa rqEgsa cpkÅaxk ugha txkÅaxk 

bl ns”k ds 

d.kZ gksa ;k 

d.kZ/kkj  

nksuksa gh 

gksrs jgs 
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,d dks d.kZ 
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flQZ migkl 
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nzkSinh 
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dksbZ thrs
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cscl vkSj fu:ik; 

gks x;s 

Panchala again became the Principal Kingdom in 
Northern India from about 840-910 A.D. under  

Bhoja and his son.
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In the evening, Kavita ki ek Sham Panchaali Ke Naam - was another tribute to the brave spirit of the Princess 
of Panchala, Draupadi. In this event, distinguished poets participated and expressed thoughts on women‘s 
status, current sad incidents of rape and highlighted the dignified struggle of Draupadi and Krishna to protect 
the dignity of women. 

l Dr I.R Diwedi once again enthralled the participants with his powerful poetry based on Krishna telling 
Draupadi now I will not come to protect you but to empower you, so you can protect yourself…. Mein 
tumhe bachauga nahin, mein tumhe jagauga…’ Shri Rajesh sensitively brought out the pain of a parent 
when his 6 year old daughter asks him innocently ‘. ..papa what is rape..’ Shri Gajender Solanki moderated 
the program and boosted the poets to bring out the best poems from them. It was difficult to decide which 
poem was more touching as every poet had something special to say about Draupadi and protection of 
women. Shri Dhruvendra Bhadoria took up images from Mahabharata to make his point, while Dr Sarita 
Sharma was contemporary and ethnic at the same time…an art only poets can master in.

Shri Gajendra Solanki moderating the program Honored Poets on dais ..Shri Gajendra Solanki, Smt Sarita Sharma, Shri 
Dhruvendra Bhadoria, Dr I.R. Diwedi and Shri Rajesh Aggarwal

Day 4: Kavita Ki Ek Shaam Panchali Ke Naam 

The Gargi-Samhita composed in the 2nd or 3rd century A. D. 
alludes to a Greek (Yavana) invasion of Saketa, Panchala & 

Mathura, 

l l l

Hiuen Tsang left behind an account of 
Panchala and its Capitals, in the 7th century A. D. 
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The Closing Ceremony of Panchala Maha Utsav 
was very special as the Hon’ble Culture Minister Smt 
Chandresh Kumari ji graced the program as Chief 
Guest and felicited the artists after their spectacular 
performances. The program commenced with the 
welcoming of the dignitaries, Honorable Culture 
Minister of India, Smt. Chandresh Kumari Katotch, 
Shri Bhashkar Khulbe Resident Commissioner Govt. 
of West Bengal and senior officials from Dilli Tourism. 
The dignitaries were presented with the traditional 
Shawl & Angavastras and Memento of an ‘Akshay 
Paatra’ which was a representation of purity of 
thoughts and a token of abundant prosperity along 
with a ‘Parvati Memento’ which was a replica of a 
piece from National Museum, which was found in the 
1940’s in Achhishatra region of Panchala.

Smt. Chandresh Kumari Katoch delivering speech

 Neera Misra felicitating Chief Guest With Akshay Patra 

Neera Misra felicitating Smt.Chandresh Kumari Katoch with 
Paravati

Stall owner showing their clothes to Chief Guest

The evenings schedule was the Folk Performance 
by artists from two states of India, viz, the Tribal 
Chchau warrior Dance showcasing ‘Abhimanyu 
Badh’, the Karaga Nritya from Karnataka and once 
again Mantoo showed his colorful Patta Chitra and 
narrated the katha of Krishna and Nirbhaya, giving 
the program a very contemporary ending, telling us 
…oh educated and knowledgeable people of India 
listen to us, we tell you that we will not tolerate the 
insults and molestation of women …Oh Guni jon, 
aeyi apaman sahite parbo na…’

Hon’ble Minister was very happy and stayed for over 
two hours, felicitated each artist herself and expressed 
her pleasure in abundance. She also signed the 
Campaign for an Annual Draupadi Samman Award, 
advocated by Draupadi Trust, for individuals and 
institutions that help women in distress and rescue 
them from dire situations.

Day 5: Closing Ceremony of

The Panchala MahaUtsav
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Chhau artist performing Hon. Culture Minster Smt. Chandresh Kumari Katoch and other 
dignitaries with the artist.

Karaga artist performing Hon. Culture Minster Smt. Chandresh Kumari Katoch and other 
dignitaries with the artist.

Chhau Dance:

With origins shrouded in mystery, the Chhau dancer communicates inner emotions and themes through 
cadences of body flexions, movements and kinetic suggestions. The word Chhau is interpreted differently by 
scholars. ‘Shadow’, ‘Disguise’ and ‘Image’ are the most common interpretations due to the extensive use of 
masks in this dance form. The martial movements of Chhau have led to another interpretation of the word as 
meaning ‘to attack stealthily’ or ‘to hunt’.

Karaga : 

The most famous festival of Dharmaraja Templeof Banglore, Karaga is the symbol of Draupadi, wife of 
Dharmaraja in the epic Mahabharata. When the Pandavas were shown a glimpse of hell, towards the end of 
Mahabaratha, a demon called Tripurasura was still alive. Draupadi took the form of Shakthi devi and created 
Veerakumaras - a huge army of soldiers - to defeat the demon. After defeating Tripurasura, the soldiers asked 
Shakthi Devi to stay back with them. In response, she promised them that she would come to stay with 
them every year during the first full moon of the first month of the Hindu calendar - this is the day Karaga is 
celebrated. Thigalas believe that they are the descendent of the Veerakumaras.

The Panchala Mahautsav ended with a vote of thanks by our founder Trustee Ms. Neera Misra to all the 
dignitaries and our esteemed chief guest, to our sponsors & supporters, and also to the impressive audience 
who enjoyed and gained a wonderful insight of Panchala throughout these events.
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Miss Neera Misra, Chairperson of Draupadi Trust with Shri 
Bhaskar Khulbe, Res. Com, Govt. West Bengal explaining 
about Draupadi Samman Award

Miss Neera Misra Chairperson of Draupadi Trust with Smt. 
Chandresh Kumari Katotch and Veena Dutta

Neera Misra welcoming the Chief Guest

Smt. Chandresh Kumari signing the campaign For Draupadi 
Samman Award

Shri.Bhaskar Khulbe  giving his support to Draupadi Samman 
Award with Neera Misra Draupadi Trust

Neera Misra Chairperson Of Draupadi Trust with Smt. 
Chandresh  Kumari Katotch explaining about Campaign for 
Annual Draupadi Samman Award

Campaign for Draupadi Samman Award
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Draupadi Dream Trust
Regd Office: Apt 71, Mayfair Garden, Hauz Khas Enclave, New Delhi 110 016

Operations Office: 252 / 2 Shahpur Jat, (Opp. Panchsheel Community Center), New Delhi -110 049
Telefax: 011-41750068 / 41750266

Email: neera_dt@draupaditrust.org, draupadi_trust@draupaditrust.org, neeradraupadi@gmail.com
website: www.draupaditrust.org 
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